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1 INTRODUCTION 

In present-day engineering practice, portal frames of glued laminated timber are frequently 

used for industrial buildings, for economic, functional or aesthetic reasons. In these buil

dings the major structural elements consist of a series of parallel portal frames. Each frame 

is capable of transmitting loads, which act in the plane of the frame down to the founda

tions. Design economy favours deep and narrow cross-sections which combined with a long 

span, gives slender frames. Because of the slenderness, these structures are sensitive to 

flexural-torsional buckling. Flexural-torsional buckling can be described as loss of stability 

out of the plane of the structure when that is subjected to loading in the plane of greatest 

flexural rigidity. The buckling mode is one of simultaneous lateral deflection and twisting. 

In the past, much research work has been done on two closely related problems, namely the 

lateral buckling of beams and the flexural-torsional buckling of beam-columns. The flexu

ral-torsional buckling of frames, however has not often been investigated. There has been 

no study which systematically varies the most important parameters which a£fect the 

flexural-torsional buckling behaviour of a frame. Most of the studies are concerned with 

steel frames of uniform !-shaped sections and these studies are limited to a particular type 

of cross-section, frame and loading. Only three studies concerning timber frames of rectan

gular cross-sections are known (van Erp, 1985a; van Erp, 1985b; Kessel et al., 1984] (see 

Chapter 2). But only frames made up of uniform membe.rs are considered, whereas in 

practice, timber frames almost always have tapered members. 

It is therefore not surprising that the existing design methods regarding the flexural

torsional buckling of timber frames are very approximate. All design rules are based on 

studies on beams, but not frames. Consequently, the segments between points where the 

frame is laterally supported are considered in all the codes as isolated members. These 

members are checked for flexural buckling out of the plane of the frame as well as for 

lateral buckling. In the case of flexural buckling, the stabilizing effects of torsional stiffness 

of the member and the presence of a tension zone are neglected, whereas, for both flexural 

and lateral buckling, the interaction between the segments is ignored. Limitations also are, 
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in the current Dutch code [NEN 3852, 1972], given on the depth-to-width ratio depending 

on the location of lateral support and the ratio of permanent load to total load. These 

figures can only be considered as rules of thumb, as an important parameter, such as 

length, is not taken into account. 

Given the above--mentioned considerations, it was decided to investigate the flexural

torsional buckling of timber portal frames. The objective of this research is to develop a 

suitable method by which this problem can be studied. With this method, the intention is 

to increase knowledge and make a contribution to the development of design rules with 

regard to flexural-torsional buckling of timber portal frames . This will lead to safer design 

of timber portal frames and possible savings in material . 

load 

I 

Fig.l.l 

I 

I 
I 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

critical load 

-- bifurcation approach 

- - - load--deflection approach 

deflection 

Possible relationship between load and deformation of a structure 

There are two different approaches commonly used in analysis of stability problems of 

beams, beam-<:olumns and frames [Chen et al., 1976] (see Fig .l.l), the load--deflection 

approach and the bifurcation approach. 

The load--deflection approach determines the relationship between the load and the defor

mation starting from given initial imperfections. The critical load is reached (when collapse 

due to material failure does not occur) when the deformations tend towards infinity. 

The bifurcation approach determines the critical load in a direct manner without calcula-

ting the deflection. In determining the critical load, neutral equilibrium is considered, that 

is, the lowest load is sought at which two or more different, but adjacent equilibrium 

configurations can exist. In mathematical terms, an eigenvalue analysis is performed to 

determine both the critical load and the buckling-mode shapes . 
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More information is gained by the use of the load-ileflection approach than from the bifur

cation approach. The stresses in the structure and the load to which the bracings are 

subjected can be calculated directly. With the latter, the required strength of the bracings 

can be calculated. But, on the other hand, the load-ileflection approach generally demands 

a more time--eonsuming calculation than the bifurcation approach. Another more impor

tant disadvantage is that the magnitude of the initial imperfections have to be known. In 

the case of timber frames no data are available . Without these data no reliable predictions 

as to the behaviour of real frames can be obtained. 

A drawback of the bifurcation approach is that , in practical situations, the critical load is 

an unconservative estimate of the actual failure load. The difference between the critical 

load and the failure load depends on the magnitude of the initial imperfections and on the 

slenderness of the structure. But in the past the bifurcation approach has proved to be an 

important tool for assessing the failure load and is used by the majority of research wor

kers. As a result, the critical load is used in all current design rules regarding stability 

problems. 

In view of the above-mentioned considerations the bifurcation approach has been adopted 

in this study. 

The flexural-torsional buckling behaviour of a frame is influenced by the following para

meters: 

1. boundary conditions of the frame, 

2. initial imperfections, 

3. material properties, 

4. geometry of the frame, 

5. cross-sectional properties, 

6. cross-sectional variation, 

7. type of loading and point of application of loading, 

8. lateral support: type, number, location and stiffness. 

Since the bifurcation approach is used in the present study, initial imperfections are not 

considered. In order to limit the number of parameters, the first of the above-mentioned 
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parameters is not considered either. The boundary conditions are thus kept constant and 

the frame is assumed to be initially perfect before loading. 

Because of the complexity of the problem and the availability of a computer, it has been 

decided to develop a numerical model. With this model the parameters can be systemati

cally varied to investigate their influence on flexural-torsional buckling behaviour. It was 

decided to develop a numerical model suitable for a PC environment. The model is based 

on the method of successive approximation because of the experience already gained with 

it. In a relatively simple and rapid manner the critical load and the associated buckling

mode shapes are obtained within engineering accuracy. The method has the additional 

advantage of providing insight into the problem under consideration . In the past this 

method has often been used to obtain approximate solutions of the buckling loads of co

lumns. In the present study it is extended to deal with the stability of laterally supported 

tapered frames of rectangular cross-section subjected to arbitrary loading (see Fig .l.2 ). 

The frame is a three-hinged portal frame with straight members which are often used in 

timber construction. The rectangular cross-sections are linearly tapered in depth . The 

frame is supported at the bases so that lateral deflection and rotation about the vertical 

axis is prevented. It is assumed that these boundary conditions correspond to those met 

with in practice. The frame is subjected to arbitrary loading that acts in the plane of the 

cross-section 

• lateral restraint 

Fig.l.2 Laterally supported tapered portal frame subjected to arbitrary loading 
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frame. The point of application of the loading is at an arbitrary distance from the centroid 

of the cross-section. 

Because the frames are incapable of resisting forces perpendicular to the plane of the 

frames, they are usually supported in the lateral direction by wind bracings which are 

located in several bays in the plane of the wall and the plane of the roof of the building 

concerned. These bracings are trusses consisting of diagonal rods, purlins and girts as 

'vertical' members and the frames as chords. All the frames are by means of purlins and 

girts connected to the bracings. Because the bracings prevent the lateral displacement of 

the frames, these bracings should be taken in consideration when studying the flexural

torsional buckling. The bracings in this study are modelled as linearly elastic springs. 

These lateral restraints are located at an arbitrary distance from the centroid of the cross

section. Any torsional restraint provided by the wall or roof structure is not considered 

because it is safe to assume that in almost all practical cases it is of minor importance. 

Although it is permissible to neglect the effects of warping of slender members of rectangu

lar cross-sections, it is not so in that of £-sections. Yet an investigation into the flexural

torsional buckling of timber frames of rectangular cross-sections is also of practical interest 

in the case of steel frames of I -sections. The results can be looked at as a guide to the 

expected behaviour of frames with £-sections. 

The present thesis is set out as follows . A review of the literature on the problem under 

consideration can be found in Chapter 2. The description of the adopted numerical ap

proach is given in Chapter 3. Comparison of results of the numerical model with available 

results of other methods of analysis can be found in Chapter 4. Results of the numerical 

model are also verified with experiments. For this purpose, a small-scale perspex model , 

laterally supported in different ways and subjected to different loading conditions, has been 

tested using the reflection-moire method. In Chapter 5 the test set-up is described and the 

comparison between the numerical and experimental results discussed. The results of a 

parameter study and design rules are presented in Chapter 6. 
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2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Only the literature on the lateral buckling of straight beams and the flexural-torsional 

buckling of straight beam-<:olumns and frames composed of straight members will be 

discussed in this chapter. Another restriction is that the material is linearly elastic and 

homogeneous. 

2.1 Beams and beam-columns 

The phenomenon of a beam buckling out of its plane when subjected to bending moments 

and/or transverse loads is called lateral buckling. When an axial load is also present, this 

instability phenomenon is termed the flexural-torsional buckling of a beam-<:olumn. Both 

stability problems have been extensively studied. To begin with, only simply supported 

beams (i.e. beams whose end sections are prevented from deflecting laterally and twisting) 

and cantilevers are considered, because beams and beam-<:olumns with these boundary 

conditions can easily be handled analytically. The analytically determined critical loads 

appertaining to a large number of loading conditions can be found in the Handbook of 

Structural Stability [1971] and Timoshenko eta!. [1961]. 

With the availability of computers, numerical models entered the field of structural engi

neering. Thanks to this, other than simple supports and fixed ends, such as rigid or elastic 

restraints against rotation about the minor axis, rotation about the longitudinal axis and 

warping could easily be considered. The last-named is important for !-shaped cross

sections because the effects of warping on torsion have to be taken into account. Studies 

have also been made on beams and beam-<:olumns with intermediate lateral and torsional 

restraints. A survey of studies about end and intermediate restraints as well as of tapered 

members can be found in Nethercot [1983] and Trahair [1977]. 

By far the most of the literature concerns steel beams with !-shaped cross-sections. Inte

resting studies in the field of timber structures have been carried out by Hooley et a!. 
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[1964], Briininghoff [1972], Heimeshoff et a!. [1982) and Speich [1987). Hooley et a!. [1964) 

performed experiments on simply supported beams and cantilevers. The results show that 

the existing theory of lateral buckling of beams for linearly elastic homogeneous material 

also holds for laminated timber. Briininghoff [1972) has made analytical studies of simply 

supported beam-columns which are elastically and laterally supported by bracings . He 

considered initial imperfections and adopted a load-deflection approach. Formulas are 

derived for calculating the deformations and stresses in the beam-column and bracings and 

verified with experiments. Heimeshoff et a!. [1982) investigated beam-columns with elastic 

end restraints with the aid of a numerical model based on the method of successive ap

proximation. They systematically varied the load position, the magnitude of end restraints, 

those of axial load, intermediate continuous lateral and torsional restraint and initial 

imperfections. Speich [1987) developed an approximate method for the determination of the 

critical load of a simply supported beam supported by a wind bracing. He used an energy 

approach and tested his results with a finite element model. 

2.2 Frames 

In Table 2.1 (see the end of this chapter) references are listed about the flexural-torsional 

buckling of frames . They are listed in sequence of their date of publication. The method 

used in the reference is indicated with the geometry and the boundary conditions of the 

frame, the loading and the shape of the cross-section for which results are given. Also 

shown are the parameters which have been considered in the investigation. The parameter 

numbers and the symbols for the boundary conditions at the bases and intermediate res

traints are explained at the end of the table. Boundary conditions with respect to warping 

are not indicated because they are beyond the scope of this research . 

Practically all research workers assume an initially perfect structure and present an ap

proximate method for determination of the critical load. Only Hiilsmann [1985). Friemann 

et a!. [1988, 1989) and Sedlacek et a!. [1986, 1989) have used a load-deflection approach . 

Among them Friemann et al. [1988) are the only ones who varied the influence of the effect 
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of initial imperfections on the failure load. They did this to calculate the failure load at 

which a frame, built in normal practice, collapsed because of flexural-torsional buckling. 

Tapered members have been considered by Akay et al. [1977], Friemann et al. [1988, 1989] 

and Sedlacek et al. [1986,1989]. All three considered a particular type of cross,ection. 

Those who presented solutions in which the cross,ectional properties are in non

dimensional form are Hencky [1920], Chwalla [1938], Kraus [1961], Kloppel et al. [1961] and 

Kessel et al. [1984]. 

In most publications the loading is chosen rather arbitrarily because the presentation of a 

method is the main aim. Exceptions are Chwalla [1938], Chwalla et al., [1938], K!Oppel et 

al. [1961), Kessel et al. [1984] and van Erp [1985a, 1985b], who have considered half-frames 

of three-hinged portal frames subjected to a load whose line of action corresponds to the 

chord of the frame. The distribution of the bending moment along the frame due to this 

load resembles the bending moment diagram due to the loading combinations which should 

be considered when designing a frame. 

Kessel et al. [1984] have considered most of the parameters. But they only investigated 

frames which are laterally supported by restraints located at the centroid of the cross

section and for which no nonuniform members are considered. The study of Kessel et al. 

[1984] has been focussed on timber frames of rectangular cross,ection. The same applies to 

the work of van Erp [1985a, 1985b). All the other publications are focussed on steel frames 

of I,ection. 

Van Erp [1985a] considered frames which are supported in a way which can often be seen in 

practice, namely continuously along the upper edge of the roof beam by a wind bracing. He 

modelled the wind bracing by a girder loaded in bending. With the aid of the finite element 

method, he found that frames used in practice can be conceived as infinitely rigidly sup

ported along the upper edge of the roof beam. In continuation of this work, in van Erp 

[1985b], a cubic equation is derived with the aid of the Ritz method to calculate the critical 

loads of the frames considered in van Erp [1985a]. 

There are only few experimental studies on the flexural-torsional buckling of frames. 

Kloppel et al. [1961], Hartmann [1970], Vacharajittiphan et al. [1973) and Friemann et al. 
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[1988] performed tests on small-scale models in order to verify their numerical predictions. 

Kessel et al. [1984] did experiments on small timber frames to study qualitatively the 

influence of boundary conditions and lateral restraints on flexural-torsional buckling 

behaviour. 

Re.search workers who have dealt with design methods for controlling the flexural-torsional 

buckling of frames are Salvadori [1955], Trahair [1966] and Milner [1989] . They show how 

the critical loads of beaiil--r.olumns can be used for the design of frames. To this end they 

divide the frame into isolated segments and thus ignore the effect of continuity between 

adjacent segments, which results in a lower bound estimate of the critical load. The 

methods are restricted to frames composed of uniform members. 

Salvadori [1955] uses the Rayleigh-Ritz method to derive interaction curves for thrust and 

unequal end moments for a simply supported !-beam-column. 

Trahair [1966] uses Timoshenko's energy method to obtain flexural-torsional buckling 

solutions of !-beam-columns with symmetrical loading conditions and symmetrically 

elastic end restraints. He shows the application of the solutions to the analysis of a portal 

frame. 

Milner (1989], for the design of portal frames, uses formulas of the critical moment of an 

infinitely long member which is subjected to axial load and uniform moment. The infinitely 

long member is laterally supported by bracings attached between the centroid of the cross

section and the tension face. He considers segments of a frame as part of this infinitely long 

member. 

Conclusion 

All the above-mentioned studies consider a few of the many parameters which influence 

the flexural-torsional buckling of frames . The majority of studies also consider frames and 

loading, which can not be regarded as representative of those which occur in practice. 

Frames with tapered members have, in particular, never been considered in a parameter 

study. Nor do the lateral supports considered in many studies correspond to the ones met 

with in practice. As a result design rules based on studies on frames are not available. 
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Since the works of Kessel et al. [1984] and van Erp [1985a, 1985b] deal with the same type 

of frame that is the subject of this research, the results of these studies can be used in 

verification of the results of the present study. Results of experimental studies which can 

be used to verify numerical results have not been found . 

In the present study all the most important parameters which affect the flexuaral-torsional 

buckling of timber frames are considered. It is therefore possible to derive design rules for 

practical use. Experimental research has also been performed to obtain results which can be 

used in verification of numerical results. 
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Table 2.1 References to the flexural-torsional buckling of frames 

author method geometry of frame shape of parameters 

and type of loading cross-

section 

Hencky chain of J., 
[1920] elastic hinges Aun I ~ 

I I 

Chwalla solution of the 
~ 

3,5 

[1938] differential equations 1/"':m: ~ Chwalla et al . with power series and 

[1938] Whittaker's functions m 

Kraus differential equations J, 
5,7 

[1961] converted into t1 n ~ integral equations 

lii Jli lii liT 

Kloppel et al . finite difference J, 4,5,7 

[1961] method 

~n I 
I I 

I 1 

Hartmann numerical 
J.J, ..It J. 

1,5,7,8 

et al. integration nnn_ I [1966] 
n n u nu II 

(also with bases type III) 

Hartmann experimental 8 

[1970] study 

n~ ~ 
n n 
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Table 2.1 Continued 

author method geometry of frame shape of parameters 

and type of loading cross-

section 

Vacharaji t ti- finite integral 
! t ! 

4 

phan et al. method n I (1973] 
:In .m 

Nethercot finite element 

Ilrt 
4,7 

(1974) method 

I 
lii :rn m III. 

Vacharaji t ti- finite integral 
! l ! 

phan et al. method 11nrr1 (1975] 

l ~ l I 
~n·HrF9 
"Jli nrmmmiiT m 

Akay et al . finite element 

~ (1977] method 

I 
JI 1L 

Alwis et al. finite element 

n~ 
4,7,8 

(1979] method I 
nr nr 
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Table 2.1 Continued 

author method 

Kessel et al. finite element 

[1984] method 

van Erp finite element 

[1985a] method 

van Erp Ritz method 

[1985b] 

Hiilsmann finite element 

[1985] method 

Sedlacek truss-analogy 

et al. method 

[1986, 1989] 

II 

II 

n 

geometry of frame 

and type of loading 

II .n 

13 

II. 

shape of parameters 

cross-

section 

1,3,4,5,7,8 

4,5 

4,5,8 

I 



Table 2.1 Continued 

author method geometry of frame shape of parameters 

and type of loading cross-

section 

Friemann 2,8 truss-analogy 

et al. method ~ I [1988, 1989] 

JI TI 

explanation 

parameters 

1. boundary conditions of the frame, 

2. initial imperfections, 

3. material properties, 

4. geometry of the frame, 

5. cross-sectional properties, 

6. cross-sectional variation, 

7. type of loading and point of application of loading, 

8. lateral support: type, number, location and stiffness. 

boundary conditions at the bases 

I, II and III refer to the boundary conditions of the end section with respect to the lateral 

displacement, rotation about minor axis and rotation about longitudinal axis 

type lateral rotation about rotation about 

displacement minor axis longitudinal axis 

I prevented free free 

II prevented free prevented 

ill prevented prevented prevented 
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intermediate restraints 

• prevent lateral displacement and rotation about longitudinal axis 

prevent lateral displacement 
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3 NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 

3.1 Introduction 

A numerical model has been developed to obtain flexural-torsional buckling solutions of 

timber portal frames . 

The numerical model is based on an iteration method called the method of successive 

approximation (also known as the Stodola-Vianello method and Newmark's method). In 

the concept of neutral equilibrium, the critical load pertaining to load of a certain type is 

defined as the lowest one at which more than one state of equilibrium can exist. This state 

can be found if we assume a deformation curve for the structure and apply on the structure 

a load appropriate to that under consideration. We now determine the additional deforma

tions of the loaded, deformed structure and these in turn result in additional deformations, 

and so on. The process is repeated until the deformations have become affine (affine defor

mations are these which are similar in form) . The critical load can now be calculated using 

the ratio of two successive deformations. 

The mathematical proof of the convergence of the method has been given by Biirgermeister 

et a!. [1966] . 

In the past, the method has often been used to obtain approximate solutions of the buck

ling loads of columns [Bleich, 1952; Biirgermeister et ai., 1966; Newmark, 1943; Timoshen

ko et a!., 1961]. Lind (1966] used the method for the in-plane buckling of arch frames. The 

method is also used for the lateral buckling of beams [Stiissi, 1935; Trahair, 1968; Kreu

zinger, 1974; Heimeshoff et al., 1982]. Stiissi [1943-1944] applied the method to the flexu

ral-torsional buckling of arch frames. In this study the method is applied to investigating 

the stability of laterally supported portal frames of nonuniform rectangular cross-section 

subjected to arbitrary loading. 

In studying the flexural-torsional buckling of frames it is common to make assumptions in 

order to simplify the analysis. For timber frames of rectangular cross-sections the following 

assumptions are appropriate: 
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a. the frame consists of homogeneous material obeying Hooke's law, 

b. the considered deformations are small compared with the dimensions of the frame, 

c. the frame is initial perfect before loading, 

d. the frame only deforms in its plane prior to buckling, 

e. the effects of in-plane deflections on flexural-torsional buckling can be neglected, 

f. the cross-sectional shape does not change during buckling, 

g. the effects of warping of the cross-section, shear deformation and deformation due 

to axial force can be neglected, 

h. loading does not change its effective direction during buckling. 

Assumptions a,e and g will be explained below. 

a. Hooley et a!. [1964] have shown by experiment that homogeneous, linear elastic 

material behaviour may be assumed for the lateral buckling of beams of laminated 

timber. This was confirmed later by Briininghoff [1972]. Because of the close 

resemblance between the lateral buckling of a beam and the flexural-torsional 

buckling of a frame, this assumption is also adopted in the present study. 

Because it is assumed that the cross-sectional shape does not distort during buckling, 

a one-dimensional representation (beam theory) of the frame is possible. The 

material properties which are put into the numerical model are the modulus of 

elasticity (denoted as E) and the shear modulus (denoted as G). The value forE is 

the one parallel to the grain of the wood . The value for G is the mean of all the 

Fig.3.1 

lamination B 

lamination A 

The stem of a tree and laminations in a cross-section 
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values of the shear moduli of the laminations in the cross-£ection (see Fig.3.1). The 

shear modulus of a lamination is dependent on Glr and Glt, where I is the axis in 

longitudinal direction, r the axis in radial direction and t the axis in tangential to a 

tree trunk. 

e. Clark eta!. [1958] and Vacharajittiphan eta!. [1974] studied the effect of in-plane 

deflection on the lateral buckling of a beam and the flexural-torsional buckling of a 

beam-<:olumn and a frame. They concluded that the effect is in general slight. For an 

I-beam (lateral buckling) with a ratio of major axis flexural rigidity to minor aicis 

flexural rigidity of approximately 10, the increase in critical load is between -5 % and 

+5 %. The effect on the flexural-torsional buckling of beam-<:olumns and frames is 

even less because of the presence of an axial load. 

They also found that the effect is heavily dependent upon the restraint against 

rotation about the minor axis at the supports which in practice, are not exactly 

known. 

g. It is generally accepted that the effects of warping on slender members of rectangular 

cross-£ections are negligible [Briininghoff, 1972; Heimeshoff et a! ., 1982; Hooley et 

a!., 1964 and Speich, 1987]. 

3.2 Outline of the method 

3.2.1 General 

Consider the portal frame in Fig.3.2. The length of the column is 11, that of the roof beam 

is 12. Where a quantity belongs to the column or roof beam, the number 1, respectively 2 is 

added, by analogy with length I. The angle between the centroidal axis of the column and a 

vertical axis is a. Because a left-handed rotation is positive, a in Fig.3.2 has a negative 

sign. The slope of the roof beam is {3. The cross-£ection is rectangular with a constant 

width band a linearly varying depth h. The frame is subjected to an arbitrary in-plane 

loading at an arbitrary distance from the centroid of the cross-£ection. The frame is sup-
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cross-section 

x lateral restraint 

Fig.3.2 Three-hinged portal frame with tapered members subjected to an 

arbitrary in-plane loading 

ported at the bases in such a way that the lateral deflection and the rotation about the ver-

tical axis is prevented. Free lateral deflection and rotation about any axis of the end sec-

tion of the roof beam is assumed. The frame is braced by elastic lateral restraints. The 

elastic lateral restraints prevent the lateral displacement of the frame and represent the 

lateral support given by bracings which are located in the plane of the wall and the plane of 

the roof of the building. 

The additional assumption is made that the restraining influence of one half-frame on the 

other during flexural-torsional buckling can be neglected. In other words it is assumed that 

the two half-frames will buckle without interaction. Results are thus obtained which are at 

any rate conservative. Because of this assumption the analysis is simplified, as only one 

half-frame has to be considered (Fig.3.3). Two locally fixed coordinate systems are chosen, 

one for the column and one for the roof beam. The origin of the coordinate system of the 

column and roof beam is located at the base (point A) and knee (point B) respectively. The 

xl and x2 axes are the longitudinal axes, yl and y2 the lateral (major) axes and the zl and 

z2 axes are the transverse (minor) axes. The deformations considered are the lateral dis-
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placements u1, u2 and the angle of twist 01, B2. In the numerical model these deformations 

are denoted as t.u1, t.u2, t.01 and t.02 because the model deals wit.h increases in these 

quantities. The sign convention adopted in the analysis is shown. in Fig.3.4. 

The column is divided into c1 segments which all have the same length lal. The segments 

are numbered 0 to c1 from base to knee. Segment number 0 is imaginary, and is used to 

locate quantities referdng to deformations, moments and forces . In the same way the roof 

beam is divided into c2 segments of length la2 and numbered from 0 to c2 from knee to 

top. The lateral restraints are located at the end of a segment . For the purpose of the 

analysis, the tapered column and beam are replaced by stepped ones. The depths of the 

column and the beam are varied in discrete steps, i.e. at the end of each segment. The 

geometrical properties of each segment are those of its midpoint. 

In Appendix D it is demonstrated that the convergence of the numerical model is not 

significantly better when tapered segments are used instead of uniform ones. 

The numerical process starts by assuming a magnitude of the considered loading and curves 

for the deformations. A conventional in-plane analysis is performed to determine the axial 

force, shear force in the transverse direction and major axis moment at the end of eac.h 

segment of the half frame. The uniformly distributed loads are replaced by point loads 

located at the segment ends. 

After applying the load to the frame with the assumed deformations, new deformations will 

occur. The way in which the deformations are determined is described in section 3.2.2. If 

the new deformations are not affine (similar in form) with the previous ones, new deforma

tions are again calculated as a result of the previously calculated ones. This process is 

repeated until the deformations have become affine. When affinity is reached it is checked 

as to whether the last calculated deformations are the same in magnitude as the previous 

calculated deformations. If not, the load has to be increased and the procedure outlined 

above is repeated. The last calculated deformations have to be the same as the previous 

ones because the magnitude of the interaction between column and roof beam on buckling 

is dependent on the applied load. When the last calculated deformations are the same as 

the previous ones, more than one state of equilibrium exists, i.e. neutral equilibrium is 
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reached. The applied load is the critical load and the deformations last calculated are the 

buckling deformations. 

The analysis consists of three nested iteration cycles. The first is related to the determina

tion of the deformations, the second to their affinity and the third to the magnitude of the 

deformations. The iteration step in the first iteration is called j1, in the second j2 and in 

the third j3. In each iteration a criterion has to be satisfied. The criterion pertaining to the 

determination of the deformations, criterion 1, is given in section 3.2.2. The criterion 

pertaining to the second iteration is 

t:,. f e; j 2 t:,. f e; j2-1 

(M) max( J. 2~ (M) max(J·2-1) 
-- ~ -- - . 100 % < criterion 2 

f '2 1 e;J-
(M) max(j 2-1 ) 

Here f stands for the deformations u1, u2 , 01 and 02, the subscript e for the segment 

number and the subscripts max(j2), max(j2-1) stand respectively for the maximum value 

of the quantity in steps j2, j2-l. 

When criterion 2 is not satisfied, j2 is raised and the analysis is repeated with the values of 

the deformations last calculated. 

The criterion pertaining to the third iteration is 

I n-11 . 100 % < criterion 3 

Here n is the mean of all ratios of affine deformations of the segments. Thus 

c1 

1 n == - -=---
2(cl+c2) 

L [ t:,. u 1e;j2-1 + t:,. 01e;j2-1] + 
e=1 Eu1e;j2 Eo1e;j2 

c2 

L [/::,.u
2 

··2-1+/::,.
02 

· ·2-1 J] + e,J e,J 
e=1 Eu2e;j2 E02e;j2 
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begin 

initialize: 

geometry, dimensions of cross-sections, 

material properties , number of segments, number of restraints, 

location or loading, location or restraints, stif!nesses 

Fig.3.5 
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determine deformations 

(see section 3.2.2) 

(criterion l) 

are the deformations aHine 

wi th lhc previous ones? 

the same as the previous ones? 

j2:=j2+1 

choose deformations equal 

to the ones last calculated 

no 

no 

Flow chart of the computer program 
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When criterion 3 is not satisfierl, j3 is raised and the analysis is repeated, multiplying the 

load by an arbitrary constant when j3=2. When. j3~3 the load is chosen using regula falsi 

[Kreyszig, 1983]. 

The flow chart of the computer program is presented in Fig.3.5. The program is written in 

Turbo Pascal and runs on a PC. 

3.2.2 Determination of the deformations 

For the calculation of the deformations 6ul, 601, 6u2 and 602, the column and roof 

beam of the half-frame are considered independently of each other. Fictitious fixed ends 

with respect to the considered deformations are assumed at the base of the column and at 

the knee of the roof beam. The internal forces at the knee of the frame are considered as 

external forces at the end of the column. The deformations are calculated at the end of 

each segment, starting at the base of the column and ending at the right-hand end of the 

roof beam, taking the compatibility conditions into account. 

Owing to the deformations in the previous j2 iteration step, the deformations at the end of 

the first segment of the column can only be calculated if values of certain quantities are 

assumed. These quantities are the rotation about the horizontal axis in the plane of the 

frame at the base of the column (denoted as !fJ A) and the reactions in the lateral restraints . 

In the case of the column, these reactions are denoted as F yl;est (were est stands for the 

restraint number) and in the case of the roof beam, as F y2;est . !fJ A has to be assumed, since 

the formulas of the deformations apply to a cantilever. Because the considered deforma-

tions are increases of deformations, !fJ A is an increase in rotation and the reactions in the 

restraints are increases in reactions . 

Determination of the deformations requires an iteration cycle to find I{J A• F yl;est and 

F y2;est which agree with the calculated deformations. The iteration step in this iteration 

cycle is called jl. 

The deformations of the column are calculated in the same way as those of the roof beam. 

Therefore no further reference is made to the type of member. 

In iteration step jl 6 0 is first calculated. The calculation is divided into four parts. The 
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results are added together to find 6. 0. 6. 0 in iteration step jl is a function of 

a. 6. 0 in the previous j2 iteration step generated by a twisted cross-£ection subjected to 

in-plane loads which are not located at the centroid of the cross-£ection, 

b. 6.u in the previous j2 iteration step due to a horizontally displaced cross-£ection 

subjected to in-plane loads, 

c. additional internal loads, 

d. geometric boundary conditions. 

Next 6.u is calculated in iteration step jl. This quantity is a function of 

e. !:!.u in the previous j2 iteration step due to a horizontally displaced cross-£ection 

subjected to a normal force owing to in-plane loads, 

f. 6. 0 in the same jl iteration step generated by a twisted cross-£ection subjected to 

in-plane loads, 

g. additional internal loads, 

h. geometric boundary conditions. 

All four influences are added together to find 6.u. 

A diagram of the relations a, b, e and f is given in Fig.3.6. The formulas for these relations 

can be found in section C.l of Appendix C. The derivation of the formulas for relations b, e 

and f can be found in section C.2 

Fig.3.6 Diagram of relations a, b, e and f 

The additional internal loads in the case of the column are the result of the reactions in the 

restraints at the column and the forces due to the dynamic boundary conditions at the knee 

of the frame. In the case of the roof beam these quantities are only a result of the reactions 
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in the restraints at the roof beam. The additional internal loads are shear forces in the 

y-{!irections and moments about the x-axes and z-axes. The formulas for calculating these 

quantities are presented in Appendix B. With these quantities, the deformations generated 

by the additional internal loads (relations c and g) are calculated using the formulas given 

in section C.3 of Appendix C. 

The geometric boundary conditions of the column are, 

.6. OlO;jl = rp A sin( -a) 

.6.rplO;jl = rpA cos(-a) 

in which .6.rplO;jl is the increase in rotation about the zl-axis at the end of segment num

ber 0 in iteration step number jl. 

The geometric boundary conditions of the roof beam are, 

.6.020;jl = .6.rplcl;jl cos(-a + (J) + .6.01cl;jl sin(-a + (J) 

.6.rp20;jl = .6.rplcl;jl sin(-a + (J)- .6.01cl;jl cos(-a + (J) 

.6.u20;jl = .6.ulcl;jl 

The formulas for the calculation of .6. rpl cl;jl can be found in section C.4 of Appendix C. 

The quantities rp A' F yl ;est and F y2;est are values pertaining to the calculated deforma

tions. These values must be the same as the assumed values because otherwise the values of 

the deformations are not correct. 

The quantities rp A' F yl;est and F y2;est are determined by means of successive approxima

tions. rp A' F yl;est and F y2;est are assumed at the start of the iteration process (jl= O). 

When F yl;est and F y2;est and the deformations in the preceding j2 iteration are known, 

the additional internal load distribution can be calculated. With the values for these quan-

tities, the assumed loading and deformations in the previous j2 iteration, new deformations 

over the whole frame are calculated and new values for the quantities rp A' F yl;est and 

F y2;est are found. If the values are different from the previous ones, new values for the 
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quantities cpA' F y1;est and F y2;est are assumed and new deformations are calculated. This 

process is repeated until the quantities of two successive iterations fullfil the following 

conditions: 

,J ,J . 100 % < criterion 1 
l
cpA··1 -cpA · ·1-11 

cpA;j1-1 

For est=1 to m1 the following has to be satisfied 

1 Fy1;est~jl- Fy1;est;j1-11· 100% <criterion 1 
y1;es t ;j1-1 

and for est= 1 to m2 

1 Fy2;est~j1- Fy2;est;j1-11· 100% <criterion 1 
y2;es t ;j1-1 

in which m1, m2 is the number of lateral restraints of the column and the roof beam res-

pectively. 

When criterion 1 is satisfied the last calculated deformations are input for a j2 iteration 

step. If not, j1 is raised and the analysis is repeated with the mean of the calculated values 

of cpA' F y1;est and F y2;est in the two foregoing iterations. 

The quantities cpA' F y1;est and F y2;est are, in every j1 iteration step, solutions of a system 

of linear equations. Thls system of equations follows from the boundary conditions at the 

base of the column and the lateral restraints and can be written in the form 

Ax = b, 

in which A is a (1+m1+m2)x(l+m1+m2) matrix and x and bare column vectors. x con

tains the unknown quantities cpA, Fy1;est (est=1, m1) and Fy2;est (est= 1, m2) . A, xand b 
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can be found in Appendix A. 

The system of linear equations is solved by Gauss elimination with partial pivoting 

(Kreyszig, 1983]. 

The flow chart of the determination of the deformations is presented in Fig.3.7. 

Fig.3.7 

calculate n.ojl as a function of .60j2_1, 

6uj2_ 1, additiona.l internal loads 

and gL"Omctric boundary conditions 

calculate .6-ujl as a function of .6uj2_ 1, 

6 ojl' additional internal loads 

and geometric boundary conditions 

calculate "'A;jl' Fyl;est;jl (cst=l , ml) 

and Fy2;est;jl (est= I , m2) 

(with the aid of Ax = b) 

arc 'PA;jl ' Fyl;cst;jl (cst=l , ml) and 

Fy2;est;jl (est= I, m2) the same 

as the previous ones? 

no 

jl:=j l+l 

choose "'A;jl' Fyl;est;jl (est=l , ml) 

and Fy2;est;jl (est=l, m2) using 

the calculated values in the 

two foregoing ilerations 

Flow chart of block 'determine deformations' of Fig.3.5. 
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4 APPLICATION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL 

4.1 Beams and beam~olumns 

The numerical model described in Chapter 3 is first tested against beam and beam~olumn 

problems, the results of which are found in the literature. In particular, cantilevers are 

considered because the present method, as described in the previous chapter can easily be 

adjusted to deal with cantilevers. By choosing a very short length for the column and 

omitting the equation for the calculation of the rotation about the horizontal axis in the 

plane of the frame at the base of the column in the analysis, the frame of Fig.3.3 is trans

formed into a cantilever. 

Test calculations for a given number of segments have shown that sufficiently accurate 

results are obtained with the following figures for the criteria: 

-criterion 1 = 0.1 % 

-criterion 2 = 1 % 

-criterion 3 = 1 %. 

All the results given in this chapter apply to rectangular cross-sections for which h/b~l. 

The results of this section are presented in figures and in a table at the end of the section. 

The convergence of the numerical model for a cantilever beam with a vertical point load at 

the free end is shown in Fig.4.1. The convergence characteristics of a uniform cantilever 

and a nonuniform cantilever are both given. The ratio of depth of the right-hand end 

(denoted as h1) to the left-hand end (denoted as h0) of the nonuniform cantilever is chosen 

equal to 0.2. The quantity along the vertical axis is the critical load parameter -y, which is 

defined as 

where Fer is the critical load, 1 the length of the cantilever and (ElzGit)A the product of 
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flexural rigidity about the minor axis and torsional rigidity at the fixed end A. 

For the uniform case, it can be seen that when the number of segments increases, the 

analytical solution of Prandtl (1899) is more and more closely approximated. When the 

number of segments is equal to 14, the result of the present method deviates only 0.5 % 

from the result of Prandtl. Fig.4.2, in which the relation between 1 and the h1jh0 ratio is 

plotted, shows good agreement between the results of the present model (cantilever divided 

into 14 segments) and the results of Massey et al. (1971). The results of Massey et al. are 

numerical solutions of the appropriate differential equations and are presented graphically. 

The slight deviation between the result of the numerical model and that of Massey et al. 

when h1/h0=1.0, is probably due to the fact that the result of Massey et al. had to be read 

from a graph with relatively low values, which could cause errors . 

In Figs.4.3 and 4.4 results are given for the case that the cantilever is subjected to an axial 

load at the free end. The value of 1, in this case, can be obtained from 

Figs.4.3 and 4.4 indicate that the results of the numerical model are in close agreement 

with existing solutions . The results of Timoshenko et al. (1961) are found with the aid of 

Bessel functions. 

Results for a uniformly distributed load are given in Figs.4.5 and 4.6. For this loading, 1 is 

equal to 

The graphs in Fig.4.5 are similar to the previous cases. This does not apply to Fig.4.6. 

Although the tendency between the 1, h1jh0 curve according to the numerical model is 

similar to that of Massey et al. (1971), the difference is considerable (maximum 6.5 %) 

compared with previous cases. As was the case in Fig.4.2, this is probably due to the fact 
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that the results of Massey et al. had to be read from a graph with relatively low values. It 

is noted that, for h1/ho=1 in Fig.4.6, the result of the numerical model is correct, but not 

absolutely, see Fig.4.5. 

The numerical model has also been verified for a uniform cantilever subjected to a combi

nation of an axial load and a transverse load, see Fig.4. 7. 1 is related to a, which is the 

angle between a horizontal axis and the line of action of the oblique load. Fig.4.7 applies to 

a ratio of flexural rigidity about the minor axis (denoted as Elz) to torsional rigidity (de

noted as Glt) of 5. This value applies approximately to a rectangular cross,ection of 

laminated timber. It can be seen that the graph of the present model (beam divided into 14 

segments) agrees quite well with the result of Prandtl [1899] . 

So far, only cantilevers have been considered with loading at the centroid of the cross

section. In Fig.4.8 results are given for a uniform cantilever subjected to a vertical load at 

the free end, for which ElzfGit =5. The point of application of the load is a distance az 

from the centroid of the cross,ection. az is positive when the point of application is above, 

and negative when the point of application is below the centroid. Fig.4.8 indicates that the 

agreement between the results of the present model (cantilever divided into 14 segments) 

and the approximate formula given by Timoshenko et a!. [1961] is satisfactory. 

The convergence of the numerical model for a uniform cantilever subjected to a vertical 

load at the free end and supported by an infinitely rigid support at the free end, is shown in 

Fig.4.9. The rigid support at the free end prevents lateral displacement. The difference 

between 1 found with the aid of the numerical model when the cantilever is divided into 14 

segments and the Nethercot's result [1973] is 3.9 %. This is satisfactory because the Nether

cot's result is found with a curve fit of finite element method solutions for which the error 

in no case exceeds 4 %. 

A cantilever with a lateral restraint at the free end, which is not infinitely rigid but elastic, 

is shown in Fig.4.10. The loading is axial at the free end. The results of the numerical 

model are compared in Table 4.1 with those found in reference •Stability for the steel 

designer'. The quantity >.is a measure of the restraint stiffness (denoted ask) in relation to 

the lateral bending stiffness of the cantilever. 

From Table 4.1 it can be seen that, for this case too, satisfactory results are obtained with 
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the present model. The difference is less than 1 % in all cases. 

Conclusion 

In thls section the convergence and accuracy of the results of the numerical model des

cribed in Chapter 3 have been shown for beam and beam----<olumns. The parameters consi

dered included cross-sectional variation, type of loading, point of application of loading 

and lateral support. 
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4.2 Frames 

In this section the numerical model described in Chapter 3 is tested for frames. 

The convergence of the numerical model is shown in Fig.4.11 for a frame whose column 

length is equal to the length of the roof beam (11=12=1). As regards the forces acting within 

the frame, the frame is provided with a hinge at the base of the column and, at the right

hand end of the beam, with a roller bearing that allows displacement along the chord of the 

frame. As to the out-of-plane forces, lateral displacement at the base, knee and top are 

prevented, rotation about the vertical axis at the base is prevented and rotation about any 

axis at the top is free . The frame has nonuniform members whose 1/ho ratio is 20 and 

h1/h0 ratio is 0.2. Here h1 is the depth at the base and at the top of the frame and h0 is 

the depth at the knee of the frame. h1 and h0 are measured perpendicular to the frame 

centre line. The frame is subjected to a load whose line of action corresponds to the chord 

of the frame. The angles a and {3 are -10° and 30° respectively. The Elz/Git ratio is 
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chosen as 5. The criteria are the same as for beams and beam-columns, i.e. criterion 1 is 

taken equal to 0.1 %, criteria 2 and 3 are taken as 1 %. In Fig.4.11 the critical load 

parameter 'Y is related to the number of segments. The denominator in the expression of 'Y 

is the flexural rigidity about the minor axis at the knee of the frame (point B). The number 

of segments is equally divided over column and roof beam. Fig.4.11 shows that if the 

number of segments is 16, the result deviates by only 0.3 % of the result when the frame is 

subdivided into 32 segments. This means that, in this case, the structure is adequately 

represented by 16 segmellts. 

Fig.4.12 presents the normalized forms of the lateral displacement and the angle of twist in 

three iteration steps when the frame is divided into 16 segments. Seven iterations were 

necessary to satisfy the affinity criterion. The curves belonging to step 7 are the buckling 

modes. 

Test calculations for which results can be found in the literature have been carried out to 

verify the accuracy of the present method. 

The first problem analysed is the frame considered by Chwalla [1938], see Fig.4.13. The 

length of the column is the same as that of the beam. The frame has a constant rectangular 

cross-section. As regards the forces acting within the frame, the frame is provided with a 

hinge at the base of the column and, at the right-hand end of the beam, with a roller 

bearing that allows displacement along the chord of the frame. As to the out-of-plane 

forces, horizontal displacement, angle of twist and rotation about the weak axis are pre

vented at the frame supports. The frame is subjected to a compression force along the 

chord. 

The numerical method described in Chapter 3 has to be adjusted in two ways to calculate 

the critical load of the frame shown in Fig.4.13 

the equation for the calculation of the rotation about the horizontal axis in the plane of 

the frame at the base of the column is omitted, 

two equations are added, one for the calculation of the moment about the x2-axis and 

one for the moment about the z2-axis at the top. 

Chwalla [1938] derives the differential equations for the case of the symmetric buckling-
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Normalized forms of lateral displacement (top) and angle of twist 

(bottom) for frame with nonuniform members shown in Fig.4.11 

(Elz/Glt=5, a=-10°, /3=30°, 11=12=1, l/ho=20, h1/h0=0.2, lateral 

rigid supports at the knee and the top, 16 segments , r-=1.865) 
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mode shape (see Fig.4.13) and solves them with the aid of power series. 

The results of Chwalla, together with those of the present model (column and beam divided 

into 8 segments), are given in Table 4.2. It is found from Table 4.2 that the agreement is 

good. The biggest difference is 2.5 %. This result is satisfactory in view of the fact that 

both methods are approximations. 

Fig.4.13 

Table 4.2 

Elz/Git 

0.0 

0.2 

1.0 

10 .0 

F 

/ 
0=0 

!p=O 

Frame with symmetric buckling-mode shape considered by Chwalla 

[1938] (a=/3=0°, 11=12=1) 

Results of numerical model compared with those of Chwalla [1938] for 

the frame of Fig.4.13 

F 12 
cr 

"(=~ 
z 

Chwalla [1938] numerical model 

13.958 14.064 

9.892 9.997 

6.057 6.179 

2.281 2.339 
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Kessel et al. (1984] present six graphs of results of the same type of frame that is the sub

ject of the present research and for which Eiz/Git =5, be it that they are restricted to 

frames with uniform members. The results are found with the aid of a one-dimensional 

finite element model. They are also calculated using the present model. The comparison 

between the results of the two methods can be found in Figs.4.14 to 4.19. All lateral sup

ports are infinitely rigid and located at the centroid of the cross-section. In all the figures, 

except Fig.4.14, the critical load parameter 'Y is related to the 11/12 ratio. In these figures 

the obvious thing is to choose a constant number of segments along the column and roof 

beam. It was decided to divide the column and roof beam of the frames of Figs.4.14 to 4.17 

into 8 segments. These frames have two lateral restraints along the roof beam. The frames 

of Figs.4.18 and 4.19 have four equally spaced lateral restraints at the roof beam. Because a 

lateral restraint can only be located at the end of a segment, the column and roof beam of 

the frames of Figs.4.18 and 4.19 are divided into 12 segments. 

Fig.4.14 relates 'Y to the slope of the roof beam fl. The frame has a column and a roof beam 

of the same length and has lateral supports at the knee and top of the frame. The frame is 

subjected to a chord loading. When fJ=+90° the critical load equals the Euler load for 

which the parameter 1=1? If fJ=-90° the critical load equals the critical load of a canti

lever subjected to a vertical point load at the free end, for which r-1.80 for Eiz/Glt=5. It 

is only at the ends of the curve that agreement between the present model and the results 

of Kessel et al. is found. 

In Fig.4.15 results are given for a frame with {1=0° and a roller bearing that allows dis

placement in the vertical direction. The frame is laterally supported in the same way as the 

frame in Fig.4.14. The loading is vertical at the top. Logarithmic scaling is used for the 

11/12 ratio along the horizontal axis of Fig.4.15. Along the vertical axis 1 is multiplied by 

.f1 so that the results can be compared with those of Fig.4.14 for {1=0°. 

In Figs.4.16 to 4.19 'Y is related to 11/12 for a uniformly distributed load. Figs.4.16 and 4.18 

apply to {1=0°, Figs.4.17 and 4.19 to {1=10°. The frames of Figs.4.l6 and 4.17 have two 

lateral supports, one at the knee and the other at the top. The frames of Figs.4.18 and 4.19 

have four lateral supports equally spaced along the roof beam. 

Figs.4.14 to 4.19 show that the results of the numerical model, with the exception of limit 
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cases, are substantially higher than those of Kessel et al. [1984}. The shapes of the curves 

obtained by Kessel et a!. are in conformity with the calculated results. The reason for the 

differences could not be determined . 

Van Erp [1985a, 1985b) investigated the flexural-torsional buckling of the same type of 

frames and loading as those considered by Kessel et al. (1984) with the only difference that 

the horizontal displacement of the outer edge of the roof beam over the entire length is 

prevented. 

Van Erp obtained critical loads and associated buckling-mode shapes using the finite 

element program Marc, see van Erp (1985a) . In (1985b) he used the llitz method and de

rived a cubic equation to calculate the critical loads. In the derivation of this equation, the 

selection of the functions for the lateral displacement and the angle of twist were based on 

the buckling-mode shapes found in (1985a). By comparison of the results of the cubic 

equation with those obtained with Marc in seven test cases, he discovered that the results 

of Marc were not correct, because a wrong element mesh was chosen. After the improve

ment of the element mesh, the Marc calculations of the seven tests were repeated. The 

results of these calculations, together with the ones obtained with llitz, are given in Table 

4.3. It can be seen that, with the exception of test no. 7, the agreement between the two 

methods is good. The following data. apply to all the seven tests: 

the modulus of elasticity (E) is 11000 N/mm2 

the shear modulus (G) is 500 N/mm2 

the width of the cross-section (b) is 100 mm 

the length of the column (11) is 4000 mm. 

Also shown in Table 4.3 are the results of the numerical model (column divided into 6 

segments and roof beam into 12 segments; each segment of roof beam is supplied with an 

infinitely rigid lateral restraint at the end). As indicated, three cases are considered with 

the numerical model. They are related to the three different ways in which the lateral 

restraint at the outer edge of the knee of the frame can be located in the schematic repre

sentation of the frame in the numerical model. This restraint can be located at the end of 

the column (case a, see Fig.4.20), at the beginning of the roof beam (case b) or both at the 
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case a case b case c 

x lateral restraint 

Fig.4.20 The three cases considered with the numerical model 

end of the column and the beginning of the roof beam (case c) . 

From Table 4.3 it can be seen that, in contrast with the comparison of the results of the 

numerical model with those of Kessel et al . [1984], the results of the numerical model are 

almost all lower than those of the reference. 

When the results of the numerical model are compared with the Marc results , the results of 

case b are the most consistent. When compared with the Ritz results the case-a results are 

the most consistent . The difference between the highest and lowest deviation between the 

results of the numerical model and the results of Marc is greatest in case c. The same 

applies to the deviation as regards the Ritz results . 

In evaluating the differences between the results of the three approaches, the following 

should be noted. 

1. In the present and the Ritz methods the structure is considered as composed of bars, 

whereas in the Marc method the structure is seen as composed of plates. This means 

that, with Marc, the kinematic boundary conditions at the knee are better satisfied 

than by the other two methods. With the present method the knee is modelled as 

indicated in Fig.4.2la. 

2. For simplification, influences such as shear deformation, deformation due to axial 

force and deformation of the cross-section are neg1ected in the present method and 

the Ritz method. 
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Table 4.3 Results of van Erp (1985b) compared with those of the numerical model 

(o=0°, E=11000 N/mm2, G=500 N/mm2, b=100 mm, 11=4000 mm) 

test no. {3 11/12 h/12 F (kN) cr 

van Erp numerical model 

(1985b) 

Marc Ritz case a case b casec 

1 10° 1/2 1/14 68.5 68.3 59.1 57.3 59.1 

2 20° 1/2 1/11 81.6 77.5 72.1 67.8 73 .2 

3 30° 1/2 1/14 77.1 77.8 68.8 67.3 69.1 

4 10° 1/3 1/14 66.2 69.6 61.3 56.0 64.1 

5 20° 1/3 1/14 78.9 80.2 71.3 64.2 79.8 

6 30° 1/3 1/14 75.0 78.0 70.1 65.1 74.7 

7 30° 1/3 1/8 88.0 104.2 86.9 77.4 109.4 

Table 4.3 Continued 

test no. deviation[%) 

case a case b case c 
. 

Marc Ritz Marc Ritz Marc Ritz 

1 -13.7 -13.5 -16.4 -16.1 -13.7 -13.5 

2 -11.6 -7.0 -16.9 -12.5 -10.3 -5.5 

3 -10.8 -11.6 -12.6 -13.4 -10.4 -11.2 

4 - 7.4 -11.9 -15.4 -19.4 -3.2 -7.9 

5 -9.6 -11.1 -18.6 -20.0 +1.1 -0.5 

6 --6.5 -10.1 -13.2 -16.5 -0.4 -4.2 

7 -1.3 -16.6 -12.0 -25.7 +24.7 +5.0 
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3. The element mesh used in the Marc analysis shows an irregularity at the knee, see 

Fig.4.21 b. The material properties are chosen in the direction of the local coordinate 

system. At the knee this direction deviates from the intended direction. 

4. In the Ritz method one does not have to fulfil the dynamic boundary conditions at 

the knee of the frame. 

Fig.4.21 

Conclusion 

(a) (b) 

(a) Schematic representation of the knee of the frame in the present 

model 

(b) Element mesh at the knee of the frame used in the calculations 

with Marc 

In this section the convergence of the numerical model for frames has been established. 

Comparison of the results of the numerical model with those reported in the literature 

shows good agreement in some cases, but poor agreement in others. It was not found easy 

to explain the reason for the deviation of some results. The comparison with one-dimen

sional models is assumed to yield the best agreement. In fact there is good agreement with 

the results of Chwalla [1938] (2.5 % ), but not with those of Kessel et al. [1984] ( 40 % ). 

Comparison with a two-<limensional model is, by nature, subject to greater deviation of 

results. The observed differences, with the exception of one case, now vary between 0.5 % 

and 19 %, which is not alarming. For the rest , it was hard to model the lateral restraints in 

the same manner, which also contributes to the difference. 
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In conclusion, the new model at least produces reasonable predictions for the critical buck

ling load of the frames. A strict confirmation of the validity of the model can only be given 

on experimental evidence. It has therefore been decided to perform a number of experi

ments, see Chapter 5. However, it must first be said that perfect tests cannot be made. 

Experimental research is subject to imperfections and scatter in results. The experiment 

can thus provide an overall proof of the validity of the model but can not be expected to 

simulate each particular case within 1 %. 
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5 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 

5.1 Introduction 

Comparison of the results of the numerical method with those reported in the literature 

show good agreement in some cases, poor in others (see Chapter 4). All these results are 

theoretical solutions concerning frames with uniform members. An important feature of 

timber portal frames however, is that they often have members varying in depth. There are 

only a few publications on experimental studies of the flexural-torsional buckling of planar 

structures. No work has been identified that can be used as a verification of the numerical 

model. 

It was felt that an experimental verification was necessary. The reflection-moire method is 

applied because it uses small-scale models, which are easy to handle, and the method also 

has the advantage that the buckling-mode shapes of a frame can be measured relatively 

easily . Moreover there was experience with the method. For a description of the reflection

moire method, see Ligtenberg [1955]. 

The test program is indicated in Fig.5.1. It consists of four tests on the same frame. As 

regards the forces acting within the frame, the frame is provided with a hinge at the base of 

the column and, at the top of the frame has a roller bearing that allows displacement in the 

vertical direction. As to the out-of-plane forces, horizontal displacement is prevented at 

the base of the column, the top of the frame and at the lateral restraints . Rotation about 

the vertical axis is prevented at the base of the column and rotation about any axis at the 

top is free. 

In tests 1 to 3 the frame is subjected to a vertical load at the top . In test no.4 the frame is 

subjected to five vertical point loads at the outer edge of the roof beam. The distances 

between the loads are chosen equal along the centroidal axis of the roof beam. Tests 1 to 3 

differ in respect of the number and/or location of the lateral restraints . In tests 1 and 2 the 

frame has only one lateral restraint. In test no. 1 this restraint is located in the centroid of 

the knee whereas in test no.2 the restraint is located at the outer edge of the knee. In tests 
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Fig.S.l Test program 
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3 and 4 the frame has six lateral restraints. One at the outer edge of the knee and five at 

the outer edge of the roof beam. The location of the restraints at the outer edge of the roof 

beam is the same as the points of application of the loads in test no.4. 

Test no.1 has been repeated three times to investigate the scatter of the results. Tests 2 to 

4, inclusive have been performed once. 

The frame is a small-£cale model made of perspex and has nonuniform members of rec-

tangular cross-£ection. The dimensions of the frame are given in Fig.5.2. To get an appro

priate depth-to-width ratio the frame is fabricated using two types of perspex. A transpa

rent type of perspex was glued with transparent gum on perspex with a mirror surface. 

The critical load and the associated buckling-mode shapes are obtained from the experi

ments. The critical load is derived with the Southwell method [Southwell, 1932). This 

method was originally derived for the experimental determination of the critical loads of 

isolated pin~nded struts. Southwell showed that the load-deflection (F-u) curve of an 

initially imperfect column is a hyperbola in the neighbourhood of the smallest buckling 

load (see Fig.5.3). The asymptote of the hyperbola is a horizontal line corresponding to the 

buckling load. By using the experimental values of the load F and a representative value 

for the deflection u to construct a graph of u/F versus u, the reciprocal of the slope of the 

straight line of best fit is found to give a close estimate of the experimental critical load. 

b =5.2 mm 

h11 =25 mm 

h10 =76mm 

h20 =76mm 

h21 =24mm 

11 
section 1- 1 

11 =256 mm 

12 =483 mm 

a =-60 

/3 =+13° 

Fig.5.2 The dimensions of the perspex frame investigated 
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F 

Fig.5.3 Load-deflection curve and Southwell plot 

The straight line cuts the horizontal axis (u/F=O) at the distance u0 from the origin, where 

u0 stands for the initial deflection at the same place where u is measured. Ariaratnam 

[1961] showed that the Southwell method may be extended to the prediction of the elastic 

critical loads of plane frames . 

The method permits a computation of the buckling load without having to actually reach it 

in the test. The portion of the load-deflection plot that has to be determined in order to 

get a good approximation of the buckling load has to be found by trial and error. When the 

load and the deflection are slight the u/F ratio will not be determined with great accuracy. 

Also the u/F ratio will be highly sensitive to unavoidable imperfections, workmanship and 

test equipment. When the load and deflection are too great, the proportional limit is ex

ceeded and/or the deformations may become too large to assume that the small deflection 

theory still applies. It must also be recognized that when the deflections are very great, the 

large number of contour lines for the slopes shown on the moire photographs makes the 

determination of the deflection very time-absorbing, so that the method may become less 

accurate when the moire fringes are too closely spaced to be distinctly discernible. 

The value of u measured in the experiments must be a representative one. An appropriate 

place to measure u in test no.l is the middle of the centre line of the roof beam, as this 
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point lies between the middle of the knee and the top of the frame, these being two points 

where the lateral deflection is prevented. Because of the way in which the moire photos are 

worked out, the appropriate place to measure the value of u in tests 2 to 4 is the midpoint 

of the line through the outer edge of the knee and the right-hand end of the roof beam. 

The buckling-mode shapes of the lateral displacement and the angle of twist are deter

mined at the centroidal axes of the column and roof beam. The shapes are determined by 

applying a load to the frame as close as possible to the critical load. 

The buckling-mode shape of the lateral displacement is determined by setting the line 

gratings of the ruled screen perpendicular to the centroidal axis of the member. By integra

ting the values of the slopes, the distribution of the lateral displacement is known. The 

buckling-mode shape of the angle of twist is determined by setting the line gratings of the 

ruled screen parallel to the centroidal axis of the member . The distribution of the angle of 

twist can be taken directly from the contour lines for the slopes shown on the moire photo

graphs. 

Subsidiary tests are carried out in order to determine the modulus of elasticity (E) and the 

shear modulus (G) of perspex. The values of these quantities are input data of the numeri

cal model. 

The test set-up will be described in the next section. The results of all the tests can be 

found in section 5.3 and in Appendix E. 

5.2 Test set-up 

A moire apparatus available at the Eindhoven University of Technology was used to per

form the experiments. The general view of the test set-up is shown in Fig.5.4, details are 

given in Figs.5.5 to 5. 7. 

Special devices (mainly fabricated from brass) are designed to provide ideal conditions at 

the supports. At the base of the column the rotation about the two horizontal axes is 

achieved by the use of two ball bearings per axis to avoid friction forces (see Fig.5.5). The 
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rotation about the vertical axis is prevented by fixing the end section between two planes. 

A ball joint that allows rotation about any axis is provided at the top of the frame (see 

Fig.5.6). A ball is glued in a hole at the centre of the right-hand end section of the roof 

beam. This ball fits into a hole in a solid tube, which is fixed against the guide of the roller 

bearing. The weight of the guide is counterbalanced by a dead weight. 

The frame is loaded by means of dead weights. At each step of loading, a photo is first 

taken of the unloaded frame and then of the loaded frame. Next, the frame is immediately 

unloaded to avoid creep of the material. In the case of a vertical load at the top of the 

frame the weights are suspended from the guide of the roller bearing by means of a cord 

(see Fig.5.6). In a load applied to the outer edge of the roof beam, the manner of loading is 

very similar to that used by Flint [1951] (see Fig.5.7) . The weights are suspended from a 

pulley, running on a loop of cord which is passed over a plastic disc located on the roof 

beam. By means of this system, the line of action of the loading remained vertical when the 

frame deformed, and passed through the centre of the disc, which coincides with the outer 

edge of the roof beam. 

The lateral restraints at the outer edge of the roof beam are provided by two pieces of 

perspex, one on each side of the frame at the point to be supported. The perspex plates are 

transparent to allow moire fringes near the lateral restraints to be seen on the moire 

photos. A plastic disc is placed between the perspex plates which are kept apart by a brass 

tube. This is the same plastic disc which is used to apply the load to the frame. For the 

lateral restraint at the centre of the knee of the frame in test no .1, the plastic disc is di

vided into two sectors. The centre of the imaginary circle containing the two sectors coin

cides with the centre of the knee. The sectors are kept in place by connecting the two 

sectors with the aid of a U-shaped steel spring. 
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Fig.5.6 Detail of the top of the frame 
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Fig.5.7 
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5.3 Results 

First of all the tests for the determination of the modulus of elasticity (E) and the shear 

modulus (G) of perspex will be discussed. 

Both E and G are determined by means of a cantilever made from the same material as the 

frame (see Fig.5.8) . The cantilever is fixed at the left-hand end between two heavy steel 

plates. E is determined by applying a horizontal load at the right-hand end of the canti

lever and calculating the dP.fl.ection from the contour lines of the slopes provided by the 

moire photographs. E is deduced from the load-deflection (F-uM) plot, see Fig.5.9. The 

quantity uM is measured at the middle of the cantilever. The straight line in Fig.5.9 is 

fitted to five measurements, where the relation between F and uM is determined, by the 

method of least squares. 

By applying a torsion moment (Mt) at the right-hand end of the cantilever (see Fig .5.8) 

and measuring the angle of twist at the middle (OM), which is directly obtained from the 

the moire photographs, the value of G can be determined from the Mt-OM plot, see 

Fig.5.10. The straight line in Fig.5 .10 is found in the same way as the line in Fig.5.9. 

The values of E and G found are 3530 Nfmm2 and 1268 Nfmm2 respectively. 

b 

~ x --t ri-F ;r- ·-· - ·- · -- \ ~-
z ~ z b =6mm 

J~ -- -·--- 3 'i=: 
z 

h =50mm 

= 415 mm 

a =22 mm z 

Fig.5.8 Bending test and torsion test for determining E and G 
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Test no.1 (see Fig.5.1) was carried out three times. The test set-up was stripped and 

rebuilt every time to investigate the scatter of the results. 

The load--deflection diagrams, together with the corresponding Southwell plots of the three 

tests are shown in Fig.5.11. The quantity uM referred to in Fig.5.11 is the lateral displace

ment at the middle of the centre line of the roof beam. The relation between F and uM is 

determined at five different load stages. The three tests are indicated as tests 1.1 to 1.3 . 

The critical loads calculated with the Southwell plots are presented in Table 5.1. The 

critical load according to the numerical model is 42.5 N (frame divided into 32 segments, 

equally divided over column and roof beam) . The ratios of the theoretical loads to experi

mental loads are also presented in Table 5.1. The highest ratio of theoretical to experimen

tal load is 1.10. This result comes up to expectations. It appears that the scatter in the 

results is slight . The scatter is due to imperfection of alignment of the specimen in the test 

set-up and the way in which the moire photographs are worked out. 

From the Southwell plot in Fig.5.11, it can be seen that the distance between the point at 

which the straight line intersects the uM-a.x.is and the origin, is much greater for tests 1.2 

and 1.3 than for test no.l.l. Thus (see Fig.5.3) the initial deflection of the frame at point 

Min tests 1.2 and 1.3 is much greater than in test no.l.l. Tests 1.2 and 1.3 were carried 

out three weeks later than test no.l.1 on the same day of the week. It is known that initial 

deformations have no influence on the critical buckling load assuming linear elastic mate

rial properties. 

In Fig.5.12 it can be seen that the buckling-mode shapes of the experiment (test no.1.3) 

are well predicted by the numerical model. The positive deformations are plotted left of the 

column and above the roof beam. 

In tests 2 to 4, the lateral restraint at the centroid of the knee in test number 1 is moved to 

the outer edge of the knee. This lateral restraint can be located in three ways in the sche

matic representation of the frame in the numerical model. The restraint can be located at 

the end of the column (case a, see Fig.5.13), at the beginning of the roof beam (case b) or 

both at the end of the column and the beginning of the roof beam (case c). 

The load--deflection diagram, the Southwell plot and buckling-mode shapes of tests 2 to 4 
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Table 5.1 

test no. 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

Fig.5.13 

Experimental results tests 1.1 to 1.3 compared with the numerical 

result (Fcr=42.5 N according to the numerical model) 

Fer (N] ratio of theoretical/ 

experiment experimental load 

40.5 1.05 

38.5 1.10 

39.9 1.07 

case a case b case c 

• lateral restraint 

The three cases considered on the basis of the numerical model 

found with the moire experiment are shown in Appendix E. In Table 5.2 the experimental 

critical loads are compared with the numerical ones for all three cases (frame divided into 

32 segments, equally divided over column and roof beam). 

Looking at the results of Table 5.2, it is found that a lateral restraint at the outer edge of 

the knee based on cases a and b is better than on case c. Consistently too high values of 

critical load are found in case c. This is because, in case c there is some amount of 'clamp

ing in' at the knee, in contrast to the physical model. 
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Table 5.2 

test no. 

2 

3 

4 

Numerical results tests 2, 3 and 4 compared with the experimental 

results 

F [N] cr ratio of theoretical/ 

experimental load 

experiment numerical model numerical model 

case a case b case c case a caseb case c 

41.9 40.4 41.4 47.5 0.96 0.99 1.13 

86.0 83.7 93.8 104.8 0.97 1.09 1.22 

36.0 31.3 32.4 42.2 0.87 0.90 1.17 

In Appendix E it is shown that the buckling shapes in tests 2, 3 and 4 show less agreement 

between test and numerical model. Appendix E explains that there is a noticeable diffe-

renee between the real test specimen and the model in the analysis. The general conclusion 

that the numerical model is reliable remain unaffected. 

In this section it is shown that the numerical model predicts the critical load and the 

associated buckling-mode shapes of a frame made of homogeneous, linear elastic material 

rather well. The difference in buckling load in the relevant tests (cases a and b) is of the 

order of 10 %. Other research workers [Hooley et al., 1964; Briininghoff, 1972] have shown 

experimentally that for the lateral buckling of a beam of laminated timber, homogeneous, 

linear elastic material behaviour may be assumed. The close resemblance between the 

lateral buckling of a beam and the flexural-torsional buckling of a frame permits the 

conclusion that the numerical model is a reliable tool for predicting the flexural-torsional 

buckling behaviour of timber portal frames with sufficient accuracy. 
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6 DESIGN RULES 

6.1 Parameter study 

A parameter study for the derivation of design rules will be presented in this section. The 

numerical model described in Chapter 3 is used to determine the critical load as a function 

of several parameters. 

The influence of the following parameters on the critical load can be studied with the 

numerical model: 

a. geometry of the frame (angles a, /3 and 12/11 ratio, see Fig.6.1), 

b. type and location of loading, 

c. lateral restraints (number, location and sti££nesses), 

d. cross-5ectional dimensions (h/b ratio and variation of h in the longitudinal direction 

of the member) and 

e. material properties (E/G ratio). 

As consideration of all these parameters would be very time--{;onsuming, selections are 

made in the light of usefulness of the design rules in engineering practice. The five para

meters above-mentioned are simplified as follows: 

a. The angle a of the column is kept constant and equal to 0°. This is reasonable since 

a is in general small. 

b. Loading, owing to the large number of types involved, is schematized as shown in 

Fig.6.1. The frame is subjected to a concentrated horizontal load (F) at the frame 

top and a load ( q) is uniformly distributed along the roof beam. The frame is 

provided at the top with a roller bearing that allows horizontal displacement . The 

* major axis moment at the knee (denoted as MB) is a result of the load F and MM is 

* 1 2 * a result of the load q (MM = g q 12 cos/3). In the parameter study, the MM/MB 

ratio is used as a parameter. Because the roller bearing at the top allows a 

horizontal displacement, this parameter can easily be adjusted by the load q to any 

desired value, irrespective of the frame geometry. (For a roller bearing that allows a 
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Geometry of the frame (general) (top) ; geometry, loading and major 

axis bending moment diagram of the frame considered in the parameter 

study (bottom) 
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vertical displacement this is not possible.) 

The point of application of q with respect to the height is kept constant in order to 

limit the number of parameters . The upper edge of the roof beam is chosen as the 

point of application, because it corresponds with far the most of the practical cases . 

c. In practice, timber portal frames are usually connected to wind bracings by means 

of closely spaced purlins located at the upper edge of the roof beam. Van Erp 

[1985a] considered this type of lateral support and assumed that it is continuous. He 

modelled the wind bracing by a girder loaded in bending and assumed that the 

connections between frame and purlin and girder and purlin are hinges. He found, 

with the aid of finite element calculations, that if this lateral support is to be 

considered as infinitely rigid, then the ratio of flexural rigidity of the wind bracing 

to the flexural rigidity about the minor axis of the roof beam must be more than a 

hundred. In using the measurements done by Briininghoff [1972] of a wind bracing 

applied in an existing timber construction, he concluded that this requirement will 

usually be met . Therefore the parameter study only considers frames which have 

infinitely rigid lateral support over the entire length at the outer edge of the roof 

beam and are not laterally supported at the column. 

dfe. The ratio of flexural rigidity about the minor axis (Eiz) to torsional rigidity ( Git) 

is kept constant and chosen equal to 5. This follows from the approximations: the 

E/G ratio is 20 for laminated timber and the ratio of moment of inertia about the 

minor axis (Iz) to torsion-section constant (It) is 0.25 for a narrow rectangular 

cross-tiection. Thus the influence of the variation of the h/b ratio in the longitudinal 

direction on It and thus on Eiz/Git is not taken into acr:ount. 

Moreover only frames whose height at the knee of the frame are the same for 

column and roof beam are considered. Thus h10 = h20 (hl0 and h20 are measured 

perpendicular to the centre line of the frame, see Fig.6.1). Furthermore, the 

variation in height of the column over a certain distance in the longitudinal 

direction is chosen equal to the variation in the height of the roof beam. The height 

of the column at the base (hl1) is given by 
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It is assumed that the deviations between the majority of practical cases and these 

simplifications are slight. 

The parameter study has been performed with the following parameters and parameter 

values: 

1. {J = 10°, 20°, 30° 

2. 12/11 = 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 6 

3. 12/h20 = 7, 10, 13 

4. h21/h20 = 0.2, o.6, 1.0 

* 5. MM/MB = 0, 0.25, 0.5 

Van Erp (1985a) has shown that the first three parameters affect the flexural-torsional 

buckling behaviour of the same type of frame as that which is the subject of the present 

study. But he only considered frames with uniform members subjected to a chord loading. 

That is why, apart from the first three parameters, the fourth and fifth parameters are also 

taken into account. 

The parameter values of the first four parameters are chosen in such a way that, in most 

practical cases, the values of timber portal frames will be within the chosen limits of the 

parameters. 

It is to be expected that the bending moment distribution with the largest area below that 

of negative moment is the most severe as regards the flexural-torsional stability because a 

negative moment produces compression at the unsupported edge of the frame. 

* MM/MB = 0 pertains to the largest area below the negative moment distribution along the 

* roof beam. Also values of MM/MB unequal to 0 are considered because it is expected that, 

* in practical situations, the assumption MM/MB = 0 gives results which are too conserva-

tive in some cases and not conservative in others. The last-named can occur when in-plane 

loads act on the upper edge of the frame, causing additional torsional moments and thus 

decreasing the buckling resistance of the frame. 
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* The parameter values of MM/MB are chosen so that it is assumed that the loading per-

taining to these values will in most cases be decisive for the flexural-torsional buckling of a 

frame. 

The critical load is expressed in the parameter -y, which is defined as 

(6.1) 

where [ E ~ z] B is the major axis bending moment divided by the flexural rigidity about the 

minor axis at the knee of the frame. 

This expression of 'Y is in accordance with the 'Y expression used for the lateral buckling of 

beams [Nethercot et al., 1971]. Because the Eiz/Git ratio is kept constant, Eiz or Git 

could have been chosen in formula (6.1 ). Eiz is chosen because the value of this quantity is 

greater than that of Git. Also, those chosen for the quantities bending moment and length 

are usually the largest, namely the moment at the knee (MB) and the length of the roof 

beam (12) . Because MB is usually a large negative moment, high compression stresses are 

present at the laterally unsupported inner edge of the knee. Therefore it is obvious to 

choose MB in the expression of "f. Van Erp [1985a] also made the assumption that MB 

characterizes the flexural-torsional buckling behaviour. 

Though the influence of the normal force is taken into account because of the way in which 

the loading is schematized (see Fig.6.1) this influence is not explicitly incorporated in the 'Y 

expression. This is because the influence of the normal force on the flexural-torsional 

buckling is of secondary importance. 

In calculating 'Y with the aid of the numerical model, the columns and roof beams were 

divided into 8 segments. Test calculations showed that this subdivision provided accurate 

results (deviation approximately 2 % compared with subdivision of column and roof beam 

into 16 segments) . Each segment end of the roof beam was supplied with an infinitely rigid 

lateral restraint . Case b (see Fig.5.13 of Chapter 5) is applied for the location of the lateral 

restraint at the outer edge of the knee of the frame. In Chapter 5 it is found that the 
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results of cases a and bare better than those of case c. The deviations between the results 

of cases a and b were slight, thus the choice of case b instead of case a is arbitrary. 

The results of the calculations are given in Tables 6.1 to 6.3, inclusive. 

Some of the results are shown graphically in Figs .6.2 to 6.6. In every figure the relationship 

between 'Y and one of the parameters is given by varying another parameter and keeping 

the remaining ones constant. 

From the results the following conclusions can be drawn: 

the influence of /3 on 'Y is weak and virtually independent of the other parameters, 

the influence of 12/11 on 'Y is strong for 12/11 ~ 2 and weak for 12/11 ~ 2, 

the relationship between 'Y and 12/11 is nonlinear, whereas the relationships between 'Y 

and the other parameters is almost linear, 

the influence of 12/h20 on 'Y is weak for 12/11 = 1, moderate for 12/11 = 1.5 and strong 

for 12/11 ~ 2, 

* the influence of h21/h20 and MM/MB on 'Y is weak, 

* increase of MM/MB leads, surprisingly enough, in all cases to a decrease in T 

From the last-mentioned conclusion it follows that the positive effect of the shape of the 

bending moment diagram on 'Y is smaller than the negative effect of the location of the 

in-plane load. 
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Table 6.1 Values of 1 for {3 = 10° 

12/h20=7 12/h20=10 12/h20=13 

* * * h21/h20 MM/MB MM/MB MM/MB 

0 0.25 0.5 0 0.25 0.5 0 0.25 0.5 

12/11=1 

0.2 1.30 1.11 0.95 1.34 1.14 0.98 1.35 1.16 1.00 

0.6 1.66 1.41 1.18 1.74 1.50 1.28 1.76 1.54 1.33 

1.0 1.89 1.60 1.26 2.03 1.75 1.48 2.07 1.81 1.56 

12/11=1.5 

0.2 1.88 1.71 1.52 2.26 2.06 1.85 2.43 2.21 1.99 

0.6 2.03 1.83 1.48 2.47 2.24 1.91 2.72 2.48 2.19 

1.0 2.15 1.90 1.43 2.63 2.37 1.90 2.94 2.68 2.27 

12/11=2 

0.2 1.93 1.78 1.60 2.50 2.31 2.09 2.98 2.77 2.52 

0.6 2.07 1.88 1.53 2.63 2.43 2.06 3.15 2.93 2.54 

1.0 2.17 1.94 1.46 2.74 2.52 2.00 3.26 3.05 2.51 

12/11=3 

0.2 1.93 1.81 1.63 2.53 2.39 2.16 3.13 2.96 2.70 

0.6 2.06 1.88 1.56 2.67 2.50 2.12 3.27 3.09 2.67 

1.0 2.15 1.92 1.48 2.75 2.57 2.06 3.36 3.19 2.62 

12/11=6 

0.2 1.84 1.75 1.60 2.46 2.35 2.15 3.08 2.95 2.71 

0.6 1.95 1.83 1.54 2.58 2.46 2.11 3.21 3.09 2.69 

1.0 2.02 1.82 1.41 2.64 2.50 2.01 3.28 3.15 2.60 
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Table 6.2 Values of 7 for fJ = 20° 

I2/h20=7 I2/h2o=10 I2/h20=13 

* * • 
h21/h20 MM/MB MM/MB MM/MB 

0 0.25 0.5 0 0.25 0.5 0 0.25 0.5 

12/11=1 

0.2 1.23 1.04 0.89 1.26 1.07 0.92 1.27 1.09 0.94 

0.6 1.57 1.33 1.10 1.64 1.42 1.20 1.67 1.45 1.25 

1.0 1.80 1.50 1.17 1.92 1.65 1.38 1.97 1.71 1.46 

12/11=1.5 

0.2 1.80 1.62 1.44 2.15 1.94 1.74 2.30 2.09 1.88 

0.6 1.95 1.73 1.40 2.37 2.13 1.80 2.58 2.34 2.06 

1.0 2.06 1.78 1.34 2.51 2.25 1.79 2.80 2.53 2.14 

12/11=2 

0.2 1.87 1.71 1.54 2.41 2.22 2.00 2.87 2.65 2.41 

0.6 2.00 1.80 1.46 2.55 2.33 1.96 3.03 2.80 2.42 

1.0 2.09 1.83 1.38 2.64 2.40 1.90 3.14 2.91 2.39 

12/11=3 

0.2 1.87 1.74 1.56 2.47 2.31 2.08 3.04 2.87 2.60 

0.6 1.99 1.81 1.49 2.59 2.41 2.04 3.18 2.97 2.57 

1.0 2.08 1.83 1.40 2.68 2.46 1.96 3.27 3.07 2.51 

12/11=6 

0.2 1.79 1.69 1.54 2.40 2.28 2.08 3.01 2.87 2.63 

0.6 1.90 1.77 1.48 2.52 2.38 2.04 3.13 3.00 2.60 

1.0 1.95 1.74 1.35 2.57 2.40 1.94 3.20 3.05 2.51 
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Table 6.3 Values of 7 for {3 = 30° 

12/h20=7 12/h2o=10 12/h20=13 
.• .* * h21/h20 MM/MB MM/MB MM/MB 

0 0.25 0.5 0 0.25 0.5 0 0.25 0.5 

. 12/11=1 

0.2 1.14 0.96 0.81 1.17 0.99 0.84 1.19 1.01 0.86 

0.6 1.46 1.23 1.01 1.53 1.31 1.11 1.57 1.35 1.15 

1.0 1.69 1.39 1.07 1.81 1.54 1.27 1.86 1.60 1.36 

12/11=1.5 

0.2 1.71 1.53 1.34 2.02 1.81 1.61 2.15 1.94 1.74 

0.6 1.86 1.62 1.30 2.22 1.98 1.67 2.42 2.18 1.91 

1.0 1.96 1.66 1.24 2.38 2.09 1.67 2.64 2.36 1.99 

12/11=2 

0.2 1.79 1.63 1.45 2.30 2.11 1.90 2.72 2.51 2.25 

0.6 1.91 1.70 1.37 2.43 2.21 1.85 2.88 2.64 2.28 

1.0 2.00 1.72 1.29 2.53 2.28 1.78 3.00 2.74 2.24 

12/11=3 

0.2 1.80 1.67 1.50 2.39 2.20 1.98 2.94 2.73 2.48 

0.6 1.91 1. 72 1.41 2.51 2.29 1.94 3.07 2.85 2.45 

1.0 1.99 1.73 1.31 2.58 2.34 1.84 3.15 2.91 2.38 

12/11=6 

0.2 1.73 1.62 1.47 2.33 2.20 2.00 2.93 2.78 2.53 

0.6 1.82 1.69 1.41 2.42 2.29 1.96 3.04 2.89 2.51 

1.0 1.87 1.66 1.28 2.49 2.30 1.83 3.11 2.93 2.39 
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6.2 Derivation of design rules 

In this section, design rules are presented in graphical form and in formulas. 

A design diagram has been developed, see Fig.6. 7 on the basis of the conclusions regarding 

the results of the parameter study mentioned at the end of section 6.2. For four h21/h20 
* and MM/MB combinations, 7 is related to 12/11 for three values of 12/h20. The diagram 

applies to .B = 20°. The relationship between 7 and .B is linear (see Fig.6.2) and indepen

dent of the other parameters. The results of the parameter study show that an increase in .B 

of 10° results in a decrease of 7 by approximately 5 %. Therefore a correction factor equal 

to ( -Q.005,8 + 1.1) can be used for .Bin the range of 10° s .B S 30°. 

On the basis of the results of the parameter study linear interpolation is possible for values 

* that lie between the chosen values of the parameters 12/h20, h21/h20 and MM/MB in the 

parameter study. 
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The theory of linear models, which can be found in Mendenhall [1968], is adopted in de

riving design rules in the form of formulas. The model is given by 

(6.2) 

where y is the phenomenon under investigation, y is underlined because it is a random 

variable, x1 to xk are the independent variables, a0 to ak are the unknown parameters and 

f is a random variable representing the variability of y. It is assumed that y is linear in the 

parameters ao to ak. 

When formula (6.2) is used for the quantity 'Y, the quantity f is zero because 'Y is not a 

random variable but a deterministic one. Furthermore, x1 to xk are functions of the quan-

* tities {J, 12/11, 12/h20, h21/h20 and MM/MB. These functions have to be chosen. To deter-

mine a0 to ak values of 'Y have to be known as a function of x1 to xk. Assume that n values 

of 'Yare determined: 

'Yl = ao + al xll + a2x12 + .... + akxlk 

'Y2 = ao + al x21 + a2~2 + · ·· · + akx2k 

This may be written in 

1= X a, 

in which 'Y and a are column vectors and X is a matrix. X contains all the values of the 

chosen functions when the values of the the quantities {J, 12/11, 12/h20, h21/h20 and 

* MM/MB are substituted in the functions. a contains the unknown quantities a0 to ak and 

'Y contains the numerical results of 'Y· 'Y is solved with the method of least squares. 

It is obvious that as simple as possible an expression of 'Y is sought, giving results that are 
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sufficiently accurate. To meet the requirements of the design rules, the deviation between 

the results of the design rule and those of the numerical model is not allowed to exceed ± 
10%. 

Results of calculations showed that to get proper design rules, the frames under considera

tion had to be divided into two groups, 

I. frames with 1 S 12/11 S 2 

II. frames with 2 S 12/11 S 6 

The design rule belonging to group I is derived using the 1 results of the parameter study 

to which the following values of the parameters pertain: 

1. {3 = 10°, 20°, 30° 

2. 12/11 = 1, 1.5, 2 

3. 12/h20 = 7, 10, 13 

4. h21/h20 = 0.2, o.6, 1.0 

5. * MM/MB = 0, 0.25, 0.5 

The same values of the parameters are used for group II, apart from the 12/11 ratio. For the 

12/11 ratio the values 2, 3 and 6 are used. 

So, for both groups of frames the results of 243 frames are used to derive the design rule 

and the values of 1 pertaining to 12/11=2 are used for both groups. 

By a process of trial and error, the following form for the expression of 1 is found for both 

groups offrames 

5 5 5 

1 = ao + L ai Pi+ L ai+4 P~ + L ai+7 P2 Pi+ 
i=1 i=2 i=3 

5 

+ L ai+9 P3 Pi + a15 P4 Ps 
i=4 

in which 

p1 = {3 (in degrees), 

p2 = 12/11, 

p3 = 12/h20, 
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p4 = h21/h20, 

* p5 = MM/MB, 

and the coefficients a0 to a15 are given in Table 6.4 for both groups of frames . 

The maximum error for the 243 frames of group I is +9.8 %. For group II +5.1 %is found. 

Test calculations are performed to investigate whether the condition of the design rules is 

satisfied (maximum error± 10 %) for frames with parameter values within the range of 

those used for derivation the design rules. For group I the design rule is checked using the 

following values of the parameters: 

1. {1 = 10°, 20°, 30° 

2. 12/11 = 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2 

3. 12/h20 = 1, 8, 10, 12, 13 

4. h21/h20 = 0.2, 0.4, o.6, o.8, 1.0 

* 5. MM/MB = 0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5 

Thus 1632 (i.e. (3x5x5x5x5)- 243; 243 are used to derive the design rule) results of the 

design rule are compared with those of the numerical model. The highest error turned out 

to be +9.7 %. This satisfies the condition of the design rule. 

For group II the test calculations, apart from the 12/11 ratio, are made with the same 

parameter values. 2,3,4,5 and 6 are chosen for the 12/11 ratio. The maximum error is +6.9 

%, which also meets the requirement. 

Additional calculations were performed to investigate the influences of the angle a of the 

column and the variation of the Eiz/Git ratio on 'Y· Calculations are therefore performed 

for the same frames as used for the derivation of the design rules, but changing a and the 

Eiz/Git ratios to 

a= -10° 

EIZ/Glt = 4 

EIZ/Git = 6 

The results show that, when formula (6.3) is used for frames with these values, correction 

factors have to be applied . 

For frames with a= -10° the correction factor is equal to 0.9 (maximum error 
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Table 6.4 Values of the coefficients a0 to a15 for the groups of frames I and II 

group I group II 

1~ 12/11 ~ 2 2 ~ 12/11 ~ 6 

ao -o.7738 0.4600 

a1 -Q.0107 -Q.0094 

a2 2.3654 0.1218 

a3 -o.0377 0.1835 

a4 1.2007 0.3799 

as 0.0436 0.2744 

a6 -Q.8437 -Q.0232 

a7 -o.0052 -o.0014 

as -o.2083 -Q.1458 

a9 -o.5511 -1.3481 

a10 0.1426 0.0075 

all -o.5324 -o.0197 

a12 -o.2467 0.0469 

a13 0.0403 0.0175 

a14 -o.0015 -o.0338 

a15 -o.7120 -o.8333 

-10.2 %). 

For frames with Elz/Glt is 4 the correction factor is equal to 1.1 (maximum error 

-13.7 %). 

For frames with Elz/Glt is 6 the correction factor is equal to 0.9 (maximum error 

+15.7 %). 

These correction factors apply to both groups of frames . 

From these results the following reasonable assumptions can be made with respect to the 

magnitude of the correction factors, when Fig.6.7 or formula (6.3) is used for frames were a 
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is not equal to 0° and Elz/Git is not equal to 5. 

frames for which a is within the range -10° ~ a~ 0° the correction factor is 

(0.01a + 1). 

frames for which Elz/Git is within the range 4 ~ Elz/Git ~ 6 the correction factor is 

-Q.1(Eiz/Git) + 1.5. 

Because Elz/Git differs from one place on the frame to another, a representative value has 

to be chosen. An appropriate value is the one that applies at the knee of the frame, as "'( 

• and the parameters 12/h20, h21/h20 and MM/MB are also related to the knee. 

The design rules are stability criteria. Because of the unavoidable presence of initial imper-

fections, such as inhomogeneous material, initially deformed structure and dimensional 

deviations, these criteria are unconservative estimates of the failure load. The role of im-

perfections on the failure load can only be obtained by experiments on full-scale structures. 

In the case of timber portal frames, no data have been found in the literature. When these 

data are available it is believed that, together with the design rules derived in this chapter, 

it should be possible to use the Merchant-Rankine formula [Horne, 1963] for the flexural

torsional buckling of timber frames. Because of its generality and simplicity, the Merchant

Rankine formula is a widely used formula for the lateral buckling of steel beams and in

plane buckling of steel frames [Design rules for members in steel constructions, 1987; Guide 

to Stability Design, Criteria for Metal Structures, 1988; Nethercot et al.,1983] . A suitable 

form of the Merchant-Rankine formula which can be used for the problem under considera-

tion is 

_1 =-1-+_1_ 
M n M.n M n 

f 1 cr 

where 

(6.4) 

Mf failure bending moment at the knee of the frame taking into account the second 

order effects of flexural-torsional buckling 
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M. failure bending moment at the knee calculated with an in-plane analysis 
1 

M critical moment calculated with formula (6.3) and the values of Table 6.4 or with 
cr 

Fig.6.7 

n : coefficient to be determined with the aid of experiments on full--scale timber frames 

Formula 6.4 is shown in Fig.6.8. 

formula (6.4) for n=2 

T o.5 
formula (6.4) for n=l 

~------~L-________ L_ ________ L_________L_ 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

--7 VMdMcr
1 

Fig.6.8 Curves offormula (6.4), the points 1 and 2 refer to section 6.3 

Conclusion 

From this section the conclusion can be drawn that reasonable simple design rules, which 

can be used by practizing engineers to check the flexural-torsional buckling of timber 

portal frames were obtained. The frames must satisfy the following conditions: 

the point of application of the load to the roof beam is at the outer edge, 

the frames are continuously, infinitely and rigidly supported in the horizontal 

direction at the outer edge of the roof beam, 

the variations of height for column and roof beam are the same 

* and the quantities Eiz/Git, a, /3, 12/11, 12/h20, h21/h20 en MM/MB must be within the 

following ranges: 

4 ~ EIZ/Git ~ 6, 

-10° ~ ct ~ 0°, 

10° ~ j3 ~ 30°, 
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1 ~ 12/11 ~ 6, 

7 ~ 12/h20 ~ 13, 

0.2 ~ h21/h20 ~ 1, 

* 0 ~ MM/MB ~ 0.5. 

6.3 Application to a practical problem 

In this section the application of the design rules derived in section 6.2 to a practical pro

blem will be shown. The problem is taken from Hempel [1974]. The geometry of the frame 

under consideration is given in Fig.6.9. The frame is symmetrical. The data are: 

E = 11000 N/mm2 

G = 550 N/mm2 

b = 200 mm 

h1 1 = 400 mm 

11 

h10 = 900 mm 

h20 = 900 mm 

h21 = 300 mm 

11 = 4575 mm 

Fig.6.9 Geometry of the frame 
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Three loading cases will be considered: 

a. dead load plus live load over the whole span of the frame 

b. dead load plus live load over the whole span plus wind from the right 

c. dead load plus live load over the left half of the span plus wind from the left 

The types of loading and their magnitudes are indicated in Fig.6.10. 

The bending moment diagrams pertaining to the loading cases a to care given in Fig.6.11. 

In agreement with the conditions described in section 6.2, it is assumed that the location of 

the loading of the roof beam is at the outer edge and that the frame is continuously, infini

tely and rigidly supported in the horizontal direction at the outer edge of the roof beam. 

The requirement that the variations of height for column and roof beam must be the same 

is approximately satisfied. Furthermore, it is assumed that the loading of the column is at 

the outer edge. 

Values for the critical load parameter 'Yare calculated with the numerical model (column 

and beam divided into 8 segments) and the design rules for both half-frames in all three 

loading cases. 

The values of the parameters, which are the input of formula 6.3 of section 6.2 are 

(3 = 15.9° 

12/11 = 2.22, 

12/h20 = 11.30, 

h21 /h20 = 0.33 and 

* MM/MB is given in Table 6.5. 

Because 12/11 = 2.22, the half-frames belong to group II mentioned in section 6.2. Thus 

the values of the coefficients a0 to a15 of the right-hand row of Table 6.4 have to be ap

plied in formula 6.3. 

As is mentioned in section 6.2, the value of 'Y found with formula 6.3 has to be multiplied 

by a correction factor (0.01a + 1) when the angle a is not equal to 0°. As a= -3.1°, the 

correction factor is 0.97. And because the ratio Elz/Glt is not equal to 5, the value of 'Y 

also has to be multiplied by a factor equal to ~.1(Eiz/Glt) + 1.5. For the ratio Elz/Glt 

the value is taken which applies at the knee of the frame. This value is 5.8. Thus the 
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dead load 

live load 

wind from the left 

Fig.6.10 

case a 

case b 

case c 

Fig.6.11 

4.0 

The types of loading and their magnitudes (in kN / m) 

-81.1 

-79.5U>.....::::::...¥---

-29.3 

Bending moment diagrams of the three loading cases (quantities in 

kNm) 
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correction factor is 0.92. 

In Table 6.5 the values of 'Y of the numerical model are compared with those of the design 

rules. It can be seen that, with the exception of one case, the agreement between the results 

is satisfactory. The poor agreement for the left half-frame in loading case cis due to 

* MM/MB being far out of the range of application of the design rules. The left half-frame 

* in loading case b, MM/MB is also out of range. But because it is near the range, a satis-

factory result is found. To give some idea as to the protection from flexural-torsional 

buckling of both half-frames in all three loading cases, the ratio of the critical load ( calcu

lated with the numerical model, column and beam divided into 8 segments) to the applied 

load is given in Table 6.6. It is found that the lowest ratio is 5.6 and applies to the left 

half-frame in loading case b. 

* In choosing the values of MM/MB in the parameter study it was assumed that loading 

* pertaining to MM/MB ~ 0.5 will, in most cases , be decisive for the flexural-torsional 

buckling of a frame. In Table 6.6 it can be seen that this assumption applies to the frame 

under consideration. 

* Table 6.5 Values of MM/MB and values of 'Y of numerical model compared with 

those of the design rules 

* 
[E~JB . 12 

MM/MB "(= 

numerical model design rules 

loading case 
-

a b c a b c a b c 

left half- 0.42 0.26 1.25 *) 1.98 2.14 1.18 2.10 2.26 0.23 *) 

frame 

right half- 0.42 0.66 *) 0.05 1.98 1.70 2.31 2.10 1.73 *) 2.40 

frame 
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Table 6.5 Continued 

deviation in 'Y [%] 

loading case 

a b c 

left half- +6.5 +5.6 -79.8 *) 

frame 

right half- +6.5 +1.8 *) +3.9 

frame 

Note: 

* * *) MM/MB out of range of application of design rules (MM/MB > 0.5) 

Table 6.6 Values of ratio of critical load to applied load 

ratio of critical load/ 

applied load 

loading case 

a b c 

left half- 5.8 5.6 9.6 *) 

frame 

right half- 5.8 7.3 *) 8.3 

frame 

Note: 

* * *) MM/MB out of range of application of design rules (MM/MB > 0.5) 

The Merchant-Rankine formula (6.4) (see section 6.2) shall now be applied to the left 

half-frame in loading case b. In the first instance the coefficient n is taken equal to 1. To 
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calculate Mf (failure bending moment at the knee taking into account the second order 

effects of flexural-torsional buckling) two quantities have to be known, namely 

Mi failure bending moment at the knee being approximately 2.5 times the moment 

due to the applied load and 

Mer critical moment being 5.6 times the moment due to the applied load (see Table 

6.6). 

When these quantities are substituted in formula (6.4) it is found that Mf = 0.69 Mr The 

point in Fig.6.8 belonging to this case is indicated with the figure 1. Thus the safety has 

been dropped from 2.5 to 1. 7 or the applied load must be reduced to 0.69 times the original 

load. 

When instead of n = 1, n = 2 is substituted in formula (6.4) it is found that Mf = 0.91 Mi 

and the safety is 2.3. This is indicated with the figure 2 in Fig.6.8. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

A numerical tool has been developed for predicting the flexural-torsional buckling be

haviour of timber portal frames. A special-purpose computer program is written which 

runs on a PC. The numerical model calculates the critical loads and the associated buck

ling-mode shapes of laterally supported three--hinged portal frames of tapered rectangular 

cross-5ection. The model is based on the method of successive approximation. This is a 

method for relatively simple and rapid calculation of the critical load within engineering 

accuracy. The method has the additional advantage that it provides insight into the pro

blem under consideration. With the aid of the numerical model the influence of the follo

wing factors on the critical load can be studied: 

a. geometry of the frame, 

b. loading and application of loading, 

c. lateral restraints (number, location and stiffness), 

d. cross--6ectional dimensions, 

e. material properties. 

Comparison of the results of the numerical model with results of theoretical studies re

ported in the literature show in some cases good, in other cases poor agreement. The reason 

for poor agreement in some other cases could not be determined. 

The results of the numerical model are also verified experimentally with the aid of the 

reflection-moire method. Comparison of the experimental results with the numerical 

results proved the reliability of the numerical model. The numerical results of the critical 

load did not exceed± 10 % of the experimental results. The agreement between the buck

ling-mode shapes of both methods is also satisfactory. 

A parameter study has been performed in order to derive design rules. In the parameter 

study the five most important parameters are systematically varied to investigate the 

magnitude of their influence on the flexural-torsional buckling behaviour. The critical load 

parameter ( -y) has been determined as a function of the following parameters: 

1. the slope of the roof beam ({J), 
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2. ratio of length of the roof beam to length of the column (12/ll), 

3. ratio of length of the roof beam to depth of the cross-section at the knee of the frame 

(l2/h20), 

4. ratio of depth of the cross-section at the top of the frame to the depth of the cross

section at the knee of the frame (h21/h20), 

5. a parameter related to the distribution of the major axis bending moment over the 

* roof beam (MM/MB). 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the parameter study: 

the influence of {3 on 1 is weak and virtually independent of the other parameters, 

the influence of 12/ll on 1 is strong for 12/ll ~ 2 and weak for 12/ll ~ 2, 

the relationship between 1 and 12/ll is nonlinear, whereas those between 1 and the 

other parameters is almost linear, 

the influence of l2/h20 on 1 is weak for 12/ll = 1, moderate for 12/ll = 1.5 and strong 

for 12/ll ~ 2, 

* the influence of h21/h20 and MM/MB on 1 is weak, 

* increase of MM/MB leads, surprisingly enough, in all cases to a decrease in 'Y· 

The design rules are presented in graphical form and in formulas. 

In adopting the theory of linear models and solving this model with the method of least 

squares the results of the parameter study are used to derive design formulas. The devia

tion between the results of the design formulas and the results of the numerical model does 

not exceed + 10 %. 

The design rules are applicable to a broad range of structures with variations in geometry 

and loading as encountered in constructional practice. 
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SUMMARY 

In present-<lay engineering practice portal frames of glued laminated timber are frequently 

used for industrial buildings for economic, functional or aesthetic reasons. These buildings 

have a series of parallel portal frames as major structural elements. Each frame is capable 

of transmitting loads, which act in the plane of the frame, to the foundations. Design 

economy favours deep and narrow cross-sections which combined with a long span, gives 

slender frames. Because of the slenderness, these structures are sensitive to flexural

torsional buckling. Flexural-torsional buckling can be described as the loss of stability out 

of the piane of the structure when the structure is subjected to loading in the plane of 

greatest flexural rigidity. The buckling mode is one of simultaneous lateral deflection and 

twisting. 

As relatively little is known about the flexural-torsional buckling of timber portal frames, 

the existing design methods regarding this problem are very approximate. The objective of 

the research described in this thesis is to develop a suitable method for studying this pro

blem, increase the knowledge in the area and make a contribution to the development of 

design rules with regard to the flexural~torsional buckling of timber portal frames. 

The study is confined to the flexural-torsional buckling of laterally supported gable-type 

portal frames of laminated timber. The portal frames are three-hinged frames of rectangu

lar cross-section. The cross-section is linearly tapered in depth. 

A special-purpose computer program suitable for a PC environment has been developed in 

order to obtain flexural-torsional buckling solutions of the frames. The numerical model is 

based on an iteration method called the method of successive approximation (also known as 

the Stodola-Vianello method) . The critical load is calculated using the ratio of two affine 

curves of deformations. The results obtained are within engineering accuracy and are found 

in a relatively simple and rapid manner. The method has the additional advantage that it 

provides insight into the problem under consideration. The effects of frame geometry, 

loading and point of application of loading, lateral restraints (number, location and stiff

ness), cross-sectional variation and material properties on the critical load can be studied. 
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Comparison of the results of the numerical model with those of theoretical studies reported 

in the literature show in some cases good, in others poor agreement. The reason for poor 

agreement could not be determined in some cases. 

The results of the numerical model have also been verified experimentally. For this purpose 

a small-scale perspex model, laterally supported in different ways and subjected to diffe

rent loading conditions, was tested using the reflection-moire method. The critical load as 

well as the associated buckling-mode shapes are obtained from the experiments. Compari

son of the experimental results with the numerical results show the agreements to be 

satisfactory. 

As last part of the research, the numerical model has been used for a parameter study in 

order to derive design rules. In the parameter study the five most important parameters are 

systematically varied to investigate the magnitude of their influence on the flexural

torsional buckling behaviour. These parameters are: 

1. slope of the roof beam, 

2. ratio of length of the roof beam to length of the column, 

3. ratio of length of the roof beam to depth of the cross-section at the knee of the frame, 

4. ratio of depth of the cross-section at the top of the frame to the depth of the cross

section at the knee of the frame, 

5. a parameter related to the distribution of the major axis bending moment over the 

roof beam. 

On the basis of the results of the parameter study design rules to be used in the engineering 

practice are derived. The design rules are presented in graphical form and in formulas. 
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Appendix A: Matrix A and vectors x and b 

The quantities <p A' F y1;est and F y2;est mentioned in section 3.2.2 are solutions of a system 

of linear equations. This system of equations follows from the boundary conditions at the 

base of the column and the lateral restraints. 

1. The moment about a horizontal axis at the base of the column is equal to zero. So 

we have 

m1 

2 F y1;est eh1est la1 cos( -a) + 
est =1 

m2 

+ 2 F y2;est (11 cos( -a) + eh2est la2 sin.B) + 
est =1 

m2 

+ 2 F a cos.B + 
y2;est z2;Fy2·,est 

est =1 
m1 

+ 2 F 1· st az1·F sin(-a) + 
Y ,e ' y1;est 

est =1 
c1 

+ 2 F 1. ~01e·"l a 1.F sin(-a) + 
z ,e ,J z ' z1·e 

e=O ' 
c1 

+ 2 vz1·e (~u1e·J"l- ~u1e--1·J"l) sin(-a) + 
' ' ' e=1 

c1 

- 2 N1.e (~u1e·j1 - ~u1e--1 ·j1 ) cos(-a) + 
e=1 ' ' ' 

c2 

+ 2 Fz2·e~ 02e·j1az2·F cos(-a)+ 
e=O ' ' ' z2;e 

c2 

+ 2 vz2·e (~u2e·J"l- ~u2e--1·J·1) cos.B + 
' ' ' e=1 

c2 

- 2 N2.e (~u2e·J·1 - ~u2e--l·J"l) sin,B = 0 
' ' ' 

(A1) 

e=1 
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in which 

ehlest is the segment number of the column with restraint number est ( eh2est is 

analogously defined) 

az2· F is the distance ofF 2·est to the centroid of the cross-section ( az2· F 
' y2;est Y ' ' z2;e 

is analogously defined) 

F zl·e is the resulting concentrated load in zl-direction in segment number e of the 
' 

column due to uniformly distributed loads and point loads (F z2·e is analogously 
' 

defined). 

V zl·e is the shear force in zl-direction in segment number e of the column (V z2·e is 
' ' 

analogously defined). 

N l·e is the axial force in segment number e of the column (N2.e is analogously 
' ' 

defined). 

2. To satisfy the boundary conditions at the lateral restraints it is required that, 

For est=l to ml 

F 
t.ulehl . + t.Olehl . azl·F =- yl ;est 

est;Jl. est;Jl ' yl;est kF 
yl ;est 

For est=l to m2 

F 
t.u2 h2 + t.02eh2 . az2·F =- y2;est 

e est;jl est;Jl ' y2;est kF 
y2; est 

(A2) 

(A3) 

In (A2) kF is the stiffness of the restraint with reaction F I· t (kF is 
yi;est Y ,es y2;est 

analogously defined). 

(AI), (A2) and (A3) can be rewritten in the form 

Ax=b (A4) 
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in which A is a (l+m1+m2)x(1+m1+m2) matrix and :x and bare column vectors. x con

tains the unknown quantities VJ A' F y1;est (est=1 to m1) and F y2;est ( est=1 to m2). A, b 

and x are given below. 

0 : c1 . cm2 I d1 . dm2 
- -l - - - - r- - - -- ------ - -:- - - -- -- - --- - - -- - - -
a1 I e1 + ~ . e1 I e1 . e1 

1 y1;1 I 

A a I 
ml1 

m2 1 

I 

in which 

aest = eh1est la1 cos(-a) 

best = 11 cos( -a) + eh2est la2 sin{J 

cest = eh1est la1 cos(-a) + az1·F sin(-a) 
' y1;est 

dest = 11 cos(-a) + eh2est la2 sin,6 + az2·F cos,6 
• y2;est 

* * e t = t.u1 h1 ·1 + t. 01 h1 ·1 a 1 F es e est;J e est;J z ; y1;est 
* * f t = t.u2 h2 ·1 + t. 02 h2 ·1 a 2 F es e est ;J e est ;J z ; y2;est 

where 

1 
fm2 + kF 

y2;m2 

the superscript * stands for the quantity assuming a fictitious fixed end at the base of the 

column ( I{J A = 0) and 

eest and fest are calculated by taken the correspondending values ofF y1;i and F y2;i equal 

to 1. 
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b 

c1 

~ F 1. t.ll1 .. 1 a 1.F sin(-a) + L z ,e e,J z , z1·e 
e=O ' 

c1 

l vz1·e (t.u1e·j'1- t.u1e-1 ·j·1) sin(-a) + 
' ' ' e=1 

c1 

+ l N1.e (t.u1e·J.1 - t.u1e-1.J.1) cos(-a) + 
' ' ' e=1 

c2 

- ~ F 2. t.02 . . 1 a 2.F cos{3 + L z ,e e,J z , z2·e 
e=O • 

c2 

- l Vz2;e (t.u2e;j1- t.u2e-1;j1) cos{3 + 
e=1 

c2 

+ l N2;e (t.u2e;j1 - t.u2e-1;j1) sin{3 
e=1 

* - t.u1 h1 · ·1- t.ll1eh1 ·J·1 a 1 F 
e · m1'J m1' z ; y1;m1 

* - t.u2 h · - t.ll2 h2 ·1 a 2 F e 21 ;J1 e 1 ;J z ; y2; 1 

* - t.u2 · - t.ll2 h2 '1 a 2 F 
eh2m2;J1 e m2;J z ; y2;m2 
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where 

the superscript * stands for the quantity assuming a fictitious fixed end at the base of the 

column (cpA = 0) . 

cp A;j1 

F y1;1 ;j1 

X F y1;m1 ;j1 
------- - -

F y2;1 ;j1 

Fy2;m2;j1 
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Appendix B: Formulas for the calculation of the additional internal load distribution 

In this appendix formulas are given for the shear force in they-directions (V Y1, V Y2), and 

the moments about the x-axes and z-axes (Mx1' Mx2, Mz1' Mz2). 

Formula for V Y1;e 

if e = 0, the following applies 

m1 m2 

V y1;e = l F y1;est + l F y2;est 
est=1 est=1 

if e = 1 up to c1, the following algorithm apphes 

if e = 1, then est = 1 

if eh1est < e, then V y1;e = V y1;e-1 - F y1;est and, if est < m1, est = est + 1 

if eh1est ~ e, then V y1;e = V y1;e-1 

e=e+1 

Formula for M 
1 x ·e 

if e = 0, the following applies 

M -x1;e-

m1 

F a + y1;est z1;F 1. t 
est=1 Y ,es 

m2 

l F y2;est eh2est la2 cos(-(} + f:J) + 
est =1 
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m2 

+ l F 2·est az2· F sin( -a + {J) + 
es t =1 Y ' , y2;est 

c2 

+ ~ F 2· 6.(!2 . ·2-1 a 2·F sin(-a + {J) + L z ,e e,J z , 2. 
e=O z ,e 

c2 

+ l vz2·e (6.u2e-j2-l- 6.u2e-1-j2-1) sin(-a + {J) + 
e=1 ' ' ' 

c2 

+ l N2·e (6.u2e·J·2-1- 6.u2e-1 ·J·2-1) cos(-a + {J) 
' ' ' e=l 

if e = 1 up to c1, the following algorithm applies 

if e = 1, then est = 1 

if eh1est < e, then M 1. = M 1. 1 - F 1. t a 1.F and, if est < ml, est =est + 1 x ,e x ,e- y ,es z , y1;est 

if ehlest ~ e, then Mx1·e = Mx1.e-1 
' ' 

e=e+1 

Formula for Mz1·e 

if e = 0, the following applies 

m1 

Mz1;e = l F y1;est eh1est la1 + 
est =1 

m2 

+ l F y2;est (11 + eh2est la2 sin(-a + {J) + 
est =1 

m2 

+ l F 2·estaz2·F cos(-a+fJ)+ 
est =1 Y ' ' y2;est 

c2 

+ l F z2·e 6.(!2e·j2-1 az2·F cos(-a + fJ) + 
e=O ' ' ' z2;e 
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c2 

+ L Vz2·e (t.u2e·J·2-1- t.u2e-1·J·2-1) cos(-a + /3) + 
' ' ' e=1 

c2 

- L N2·e (t.u2e·J·2-1- t.u2e-1 ·J·2-1) sin(-a + /3) 
' ' ' e=1 

if e = 1 up to c1, the following algorithm applies 

if e = 1, then hv = 1 

m2 

if eh1hv < e, then Mz1·e = Mz1·e-1 - L Fy2·est la1 and, if hv < m1, hv = hv + 1 
' ' ' est =1 

m2 

if eh1hv ~ e, then Mz1;e = Mz1;e-1 - F y1;hv la1- L F y2;est la1 
est =1 

e=e+1 

Formula for V y2;e 

if e = 0, the following applies 

m2 

V - ~ F y2;e - L y2;est 
est =1 

if e = 1 up to c2, the following algorithm applies 

if e = 1, then est = 1 

if eh2est < e, then V y2;e = V y2;e-1 - F y2;est and, if est < m2, est = est + 1 

if eh2est ~ e, then V y2;e = V y2;e-1 

e=e+1 

Formula for Mx2·e 
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if e = 0, the following applies 

m2 

M = \' F a 
x2;e L y2;est z2;F 2·est 

est =1 Y ' 

if e = 1 up to c2, the following algorithm applies 

if e = 1, then est = 1 

if eh2 st < e, then Mx2· = M 2. 1 - F 2. t a 2.F and , if est < m2, est = est + 1 
e ,e x 1e- y ,es z 1 y2;est 

if eh2est ~ e, then Mx2·e = Mx2.e-1 I I 

e=e+1 

Formula for Mz2·e 

for e = 01 the following applies 

m2 

Mz2;e == L F y2;est eh2est la2 

est =1 

if e = 1 up to c2 1 the following algorithm applies 

ife = 1, then est= 1 

if eh2est < e1 then Mz2·e = Mz2·e-1 and, if est < m21 est = est + 1 
I I 

if eh2est ~ e, then Mz2·e = Mz2·e-1 - Fy2·est la2 
I I I 

e=e+1 
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Appendix C: Formulas for the calculation of the deformationB 
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C.1 Formulas referring to Fig.3.6 

Relation a: formula for !::,.Oe·. following from !::,.0 in step j-1 

The increase in the angle of twist at the end of each segment is calculated using the equa

tion for twist according to de Saint-Venant. This results in the following formulas . 

Ife=O 

and e = 1 up to c 

MJ · 
e;J 

[ 
c l t,.O . + Ia F . !::,.0. . a 

e-1;j ~ l [ Zjl l,j-1 z;F .·] 
,e i=e z,J 

Relation b: formula for !::,.Oe· . following from /::,.u in step j-1 

(C1) 

For relation b the equation for twist according to de Saint-Venant is also used. The deriva

tion can be found in section C.2. The following applies. 

Ife = O 

and e= 1 up to c 
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D.fJ ·- D.fJ 1· · + ~ [ ~ [v ·· (D.u .. · 1- D.u._1· · 1)] + e;J e-- ,J u 1t ·e . L z,1 1 ,.r- 1 ,.r-
, l=e+1 

+ ~ (My;o + My;o--1) [ "'o,j-1 ;, t. 'o--1,j-1] ] (C2) 

Relation e: formula for D.ue· . following from D.u in step j-1 

The increase in lateral displacement as a function of lateral displacement in the preceding 

iteration is calculated with the aid of the area-moment method. The derivation can be 

found in section C.2. The formulas are, 

if e = 0 

and if e = 1 up to c 

e--1 

D.ue--1;j + l [[~] ~ (Mz;i + Mz;i-1)la
2
] + 

i=l z,l 

(C3) 

where, 

if e = 0 to c-1 we have 

c 

Mz·e = l - Ni(D.ui·j-1- D.ui-1 ·j-1) 
' i=e+1 ' ' 
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and if e = c, it applies that 

Relation f: formula for Clue·· following from .::l9 in step 

The formula for the increase in lateral displacement owing to the increase in twist calcu

lated in the same iteration is derived using the well-known standard formulas of Myosotis. 

For the derivation, see section C.2. The formulas are, 

if e = 0, 

.::lu . = 0 
e;J 

and, if e = 1 up to c, 

.::lu . = 
e;J 

e--1 

e- 1J !.. IJl • • Z11 't I 1J I ,J .::lu 1 .. + ~ [[,.,.!-.] V .· la
3 ~ (.::lO ... + .::l9._1 .. ) + 

i=1 Z,l 

- [~] M .· la
2 i (Cl9 ... + .::l9._1. ·)] + z;i y,1 I,J I 1J 

[ 
1 ] 3 1 + :cr- Vz·e la !l" (.::l9e-j + .::lOe-1) + 
z;e ' , ' 

-[E/ J M ·e la2 i (Cl9e·· + .::lOe-1· ·)] z;e y, ,J ,J 
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C.2 Derivation of formulas C2 to C4 

Introduction 

Consider the tapered cantilever of Fig.C.l. The cross-fiection is rectangular with width b 

and depth h. The origin of the orthogonal coordinate system is located at the centroid of 

the root of the cantilever. The x-axis is the longitudinal axis, they-axis the lateral axis 

and the z-axis is the vertical axis. The deformations considered are the lateral displace

ment u and the angle of twist 0. In the iteration method, these deformations are denoted as 

t.u and t.O as the method deals with increases of these quantities. 

The cantilever is subjected to an arbitrary in-plane loading in the centroid of the cross-

section. 

The sign convention adopted in the analysis is shown in Fig.C.2. 

~-----1-----r-----~~ 

c~~8fe~~r r-: --=--o ----4_.x _1~ 2l :- · lr-Q~: ""'1J::_e+--.[--i_jt Q71 i) 
elevation :__ r 

section 

plan ,-- 0 -y-1-- 2 ..-:ql I + • -. I 

y 

• •I • e •=1 (=I• c-={ 

c.la=l 

Fig.C.1 Tapered and stepped cantilevers with arbitrary in-plane loading 
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Fig.C.2 

-r------, 
( +--- - -<'I 
I I I I 
1 I I 1 

X 6.0 
--» 

M N ---»X ~ 

Positive directions of coordinate axes, deformations, moments and forces 

The cantilever is divided into c segments all of the same length la. The segments are num

bered 0 to c from left to right. Segment number 0 is imaginary and is needed to locate 

quantities referring to deformations, moments and forces . For the purpose of the analysis 

the tapered cantilever is replaced by a stepped cantilever as shown in fig .C.l. The depth of 

the cantilever is varied in discrete steps, i.e. at the end of each segment. The geometrical 

properties of each segment are those of its midpoint. 

The internal load distribution has to be known at the start of the iteration process. Hence 

an in-plane analysis is performed first, resulting in an axial force, shear force and major 

axis moment distribution along the x-axis of the beam. The magnitudes of these quantities 

at the end of each segment are used in the expressions for the deformations. 

Derivation of formula C2 (relation b: formula for 6.0e. following from 6.u in step j--1) 
,J 

The stepped beam is given a lateral deflection 6.u which is calculated in the preceding 

iteration (or is assumed at the beginning of the iteration process). This deflection is assu

med to be linearly distributed along a segment (see Fig.C.3). 

The increase in the angle of twist of the first segment, 6.01,j (the first index stands for the 

segment number, the second for the step number in the iteration process), is computed as 

follows. Segment number 1 is considered isolated from the rest of the cantilever (see 

Fig.C.4). It is assumed that the segment is subjected to moments about the x-axis and 

y-axis. The lateral deflection at the end of segment 1 is 6.u1 . 1. 6.01 . can easily be . .r ,J 
calculated using the equation for twist according to de Saint-Venant 
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where 

Mt .1 : is the torsional moment at the end of segment 1 
I 

la : the length of segment and 

Glt .1 : the torsional rigidity of segment 1 
I 

plan 

c.la=l 

b 
+-+ 

Fig.C.3 Distribution of 6. u in step j-1 for the calculation of 6. 8 in step j 

plan 

la 

Fig.C.4 Segment number 1 

Assuming a small rotation a, Mt.1 can be obtained from 
I 
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in which 

Mx.1 and MY.1 are respectively the moments about the x-axis andy-axis at the end of 
' ' 

segment 1. 

Mx. 1 is the sum of products of shear forces and differences bet ween lateral displacements, 
' 

thus 

(C7) 

The angle a can be expressed as 

(C8) 

Substituting (C7) and (C8) in (CS) yields 

~ [ v2 (~u2.· 1- ~u1 .· 1) + v3 (~u3 . · 1- ~u2.· 1) + .... t; 1 ,j- ,j- ,j- ,j-

···· + V (~u · · 1- ~u -1·· 1) + M ·1 ~u1 · 1] C C1j- C ,j- y, 1j-
Ja 

(C9) 

The increase in the angle of twist of the second segment, ~02 . is calculated in the same 
,J 

way as for the first segment. Because of compatibility (the angle of twist at the left-hand 

end of segment 2 is equal to the angle of twist at the right-hand end of segment 1) the 

formula for ~ 02 . is 
,J 

~02. = ;J 

M Ia 
~0 . + t ;2 

1 ;J ----mt-2 
' 

The second term of the right-hand side of (C10) is analogously defined as (CS). 
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Thus from left to right, the distribution of/::,.() along the beam is calculated. The general 

formula for the calculation of the increase in the angle of twist at the end of segment e in 

step j is 

t:,.()e-1·j + ~ [ i [vZ"i (t:.uij-1- t:.ui-1"}-1)] + 
' t;e i=e+1 ' ' ' 

+ ~ (MY;' + My;e-1) [ ~ u,,i::1 ;. ~ "e-1 ,j-1] l (C2) 

In formula (C2) the following expression for the torsion--,c;ection constant is used 

1 3[ b b2] It = 3" h b 1 - 0.666 11 + 0.080 (11) 

This expression for the torsion--,c;ection constant is taken from Just et al. [1979] and applies 

to rectangular cross--,c;ections for which h/b ~ 1. When the results of this expression are 

compared with those of the exact expression, it follows that the maximum error is only 2 % 

and occurs when the section is square. 

Derivation of formula C3 (relatione: formula for t:.u . following from t:.u in step j--1) 
e,J 

The increase in lateral displacement as a function of the lateral displacement in the prece

ding iteration is calculated with the help of the well-known area-moment method (see 

Fig.C.5) . 

The imaginary external point loads N 1 to N c are equal to internal axial forces at the end of 

segment 1 to c calculated by means of an in- plane analysis. 

The distribution of t:.u in Fig.C.5 is the same as in Fig.C.3. 

For the increase in lateral displacement of the first segment, t:.u1 ., segment 1 is considered 
,J 

isolated from the rest of the cantilever. It is assumed that the segment is subjected to a 

point load N1. 
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plan 

FigoCo5 

c.la=l 

Area-moment method for the calculation of ~u in step j following from 

~u in step j-1 

Given the moments about the z-axis MzoO and Mzo1 due to point loads N1 to Nc at the 
' ' 

beginning and at the end respectively of segment 1, ~u1 ° can be expressed as 
,J 

~u1 0 = 
jJ 

We now consider segment 20 It is built in at the left end at an angle ~cp1 ;j about the 

z-axiso ~cp1 ,j is equal to the rotation of the right-hand end of segment 1 about the z-axiso 

~u2;j consists of three parts, 

where 

~ua = ~u1;j 

~ub = ~cp1 ;j Ia 

~uc = [ EI~;i) (~ Mz;2 + j Mz;1) la2 
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The increase in lateral displacement of the following segments can be calculated in the 

same way. The general formula is 

e--1 

t.ue-1;j + l [[~] i (Mz;i + Mz;i-1)la
2
] + 

i=1 z,l 

where, 

if e = 0 to c-1, it applies that 

c 

Mz;e = l - Ni(t.ui;j-1- t.ui-1;j-1) 
i=e+1 

and if e = c, it applies that 

M =0 z;e 

(C3) 

Derivation of formula C4 (relation f: formula for t.u . following from to t. (}in step j) 
e,J 

For the calculation of the increase in lateral displacement owing to the increase of twist 

calculated in the same iteration, the stepped cantilever is given a distribution of t.O as 

shown in Fig.C.6. The twist of each segment is assumed to be constant and equal to the 

average of the twist at the left and right-hand ends of the segment. 

For the increase in lateral displacement of the first segment, t.u1 ., segment 1 is considered 
,J 

isolated from the rest of the cantilever (see Fig.C.7). The segment is twisted with an angle 

t. 01 -/2 about the x axis. They' and z'- axes shown in Fig. C. 7 are the principal axes of the 
,J 

rotated cross-section. The segment is assumed to be subjected to a load V 1 and a moment 

about they-axis My;1, with V 1 equal to the internal shear force at the end of the segment 

and My;1 equal to the major axis moment at the end of the segment. Both are determined 
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segment e 
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Fig.C.6 Distribution of 6.0 in step j for the calculation of t:.u in step j 

by means of an in-plane analysis . 

t:.u1 . can easily be calculated with the help of the formulas of Myosotis 
,J 

t:.u1 . = [~] v1 sin(~t:.o1 .. ) la3 cos(~t:.o1 .. ) + ;J .>JJlz. ;1 .t. 1J .t. ,J 

- [~] M .1 sin(~t:.01 . . ) la
2 cos(~t:.01 .. ) z ;1 y, ,J ,J 

(Cll) 

On the assumption that the small-deflection theory applies, the following approximations 

are valid 

Hence (Cll) reduces to 
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section 1-1 

Fig.C.7 Segment number 1 

'El:" V1 la "6 t.OI-"- 'El:" M .1 la ii t-01 .. [ 1] 31 [1] 21 
z;l ,J z;l y, ,J 

Segment 2 will be considered now. It is built-in at the left-hand end at an angle of (t-01 . ,J 

+ t-02 -)/2 about the x-axis and an angle t.rp1 . about the z-axis, see Fig.C.8. t.rp1 . is ,J ,J ,J 

equal to the rotation of the right-hand end of segment 1 about the z-axis. 

t. u2,j consists of three parts, 

t.u2 . = t.u + t.ub + t.u ,J a c 

where 
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plan 

section I-I 

Fig.C.8 Segment number 2 

The increase in lateral displacement of the following segments can be calculated in the 

same way. The general formula is 

e-1 

L:!.u . = e;J L:!.u 1 .. + \' [[~) V .· la
3 ~(fl. B ... + fl. B. 1 .. ) + e- ,J L JJl •• z,1 <t I,J 1- ,J 

i=1 z,I 

(C4) 
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C.3 Formulas of the deformations owing to the additional internal load distribution 

Formula for 11 Oe·. following from Mx 

If e = 0, it applies that 

110 . - 0 
e;J 

If e = 1 to c, it applies that 

110 + la M 
e-1·j ~ x·e 

' t;e ' 

Formula for 11ue· . deriving from V 

If e = 0, it applies that 

If e = 1 to c, it applies that 

Formula for 11ue·. from Mz 

If e = 0, it applies that 

11u . = 0 
e;J 
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If e = 1 to c, it applies that 

e-1 

L\u 1 . . + \ [ ~ M .· la
2

] e-- ,J L 1:.1 . . Z,l 
i=1 Z,l 

+ 1 M 1la2 
~ z;e~ 

' 
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CA Formulas for the calculation of ~'Pc;j 

Formula for ~'Pc·. from ~u in step j-1 

With the aid of the area-moment method it can be found that 

c 
~tn . = .,.c;J l [[~] ~ (Mz;i + Mz;i-1)lal 

i=1 z,J 

where, 

if e = 0 to c-1, it applies that 

c 

Mz·e = l - Ni(~ui·j-1- ~ui-1 ·j-1) 
I i=e+1 I I 

and if e = c, it applies that 

Formula for /:::,.'Pc·. from /:::,. 0 in step 

With the aid of the formulas of Myosotis one obtains 
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Formula for t:..cpc- . derived from V 

According to a formula of Myosotis it follows that 

t:..cp . = 
CiJ 

and 

c 

}: [~ V ·i ~ Ia2
] z·,1 y, 

i=l 

Formula for t:..cpc·. from Mz 

According to a formula of Myosotis it follows that 

t:..cp . = 
CiJ 

c 

L [~,i Mz;i Ia] 
i=l 
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D.l Formulas 

When considering a tapered member composed of a number of stepped uniform segments, 

the question arises whether it is more convenient to divide the tapered member into non

uniform segments. Formulas are derived in this section and test calculations are carried out 

in the next section in order to answer this question. 

a. segment subjected to moment about the z-axis 

Fig.D.l Tapered segment subjected to moment about the z-axis 

According to Castigliano's theorem the lateral displacement at the end of the segment is 

u = [!!;] 
F=O 

The energy W is 

Ia 2 
W = J Mz dx 

0~ 

(Dl) 

(D2) 
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in which 

M = M + F (Ia - x) z 

I = 1 h b3 
Z fi X 

(D3) 

(D4) 

where hx is the depth of the cross-i!ection, at the distance x from the left end, hx can be 

expressed as 

in which 1Je is defined as 

h . 
1 _

11 
= 1,e 

e :n::
O;e 

Substitution of the preceding formulas in formula (D1) gives successively 

[

Ia 
M 8M u=J z zdx 

o ~or 
F=O 

Ia l = J M + F(la- x) 8Mz dx 

0 E 1 h (1 - x ) b3 or TI 0 ;e 1a 11e 

Ia 
u = M J Ia - x 

..-1---,3.----- X 

ll E b hO;e 0 1 - 1a 1Je 

dx 

This integral gives 
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Thus the flexural rigidity of a tapered segment for displacement in the y--direction when 

subjected to a moment about the z-axis is 

where (Elz)x=O is the flexural rigidity about the z-axis at the left-hand end of the seg

ment. 

In the same way it can be found for the flexural rigidity of a tapered segment for rotation 

about the z-axis when the segment is subjected to moment about the z-axis, that 
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b. segment subjected to point load in the y-direction 

z 

F 

~----+ +b Y, 

Ia 

Fig.D.2 Tapered segment subjected to point load in the y-direction 

In the same way as in case a, it can be derived for the flexural rigidity 

for displacement in the y-direction that 

and for rotation about the z-axis, that 
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c. segment subjected to moment about the x-axis 

z 

M 
... 1 b 

Ia 

Fig.D.3 Tapered segment subjected to moment about the x-axis 

In the same way as in case a, it can be derived for the torsional rigidity, that 

1 3 
"3" G b ho ·e fie 

' Git=------------------------------------------------

0.446 In 1 - ----fl-=e~--,.6--1- 0.157 ~ 
O;e 

fie 
- 1. 446 In 1 - -----'-------.-6-

1 - 0.509 :n:-
O;e 

In the derivation of this formula the following expression for the torsion-fiection constant is 

used 

This expression for the torsion-fiection constant is taken from Just et al. [1979] and applies 

to rectangular cross-fiections for which h/b ~ 1. 
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d. segment subjected to point load in the x-<lirection 

z 

YJE=- - -
la 

F 
- - I-+ 

Fig.D.4 Tapered segment subjected to point load in the x-<lirection 

For this case a new formula is derived for t.ue;j out of t.u in step j-1. For this, expressions 

for the displacement in the y-<lirection and rotation about the z-axis are derived in the 

same way as in case a. 

If e = 0, it applies that 

t.u0 . = o 
jJ 

If e = 1 to c, it applies that 

t.u · = e;J 
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where, 

if e = 0 to c-1, it applies that 

c 
~ - N.(6u .. 1 - 6u. 

1 
. 

1
) L I I;,t- 1- ;.r-

i=e+1 

and if e = c, it applies that 

M =0 z;e 
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D.2 Results of test calculations 

After the formulas derived in the previous section were implemented in the numerical 

model, test calculations were performed to investigate their usefulness. The results are 

shown graphically in Fig.D.5 to Fig.D.9. 

The quantity 'Y along the vertical axes of the figures is the critical load parameter. In 

Fig.D.5 and D.6 'Y is defined as 

where F cr is the critical load, I is the length of the cantilever and (EizGit) A is the product 

of flexural rigidity about the minor axis and torsional rigidity at the fixed end A. The 

expression for 'Yin Fig.D. 7 to D.9 is analogously defined. The denominator of the expres

sion of 'Yin Fig.D.9 refers to the knee of the frame (point B). 

The results show that the convergence of the numerical model using nonuniform segments 

is not much different from uniform segments. Therefore uniform segments are used in the 

numerical model. 
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Fig.D.5 Convergence of the numerical model for tapered cantilever with 

~ 
h1jh0=0.2 subjected to a transverse load 
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Fig.D.6 Convergence of the numerical model for tapered cantilever with h1/h0=5 

subjected to a transverse load 
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Fig.D.7 Convergence of the numerical model for tapered cantilever with 
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h1/h0=0.2 subjected to an axial load 
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Fig.D.8 Convergence of the numerical model for tapered cantilever with h1/h0=5 

subjected to an axial load 
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AppendixE: Results of tests no.2 to 4 of experimental research 

In this appendix results are given of tests no.2, 3 and 4 of the experimental research des

cribed in Chapter 5. 

Point M referred to in Fig.E.1, E.5 and E.9 is the half-way point of the line through the 

outer edge of the knee and the right-hand end of the roof beam. 

The positive deformations in the figures of the buckling-mode shapes are plotted left of the 

column and above the roof beam. 

Cases a, b or c, referred to in the figures of the buckling-mode shapes, are related to the 

three different ways in which the lateral restraint at the outer edge of the knee of the frame 

can be located in the schematic representation of the frame in the numerical model. These 

cases are shown in Fig.5.13 of Chapter 5. 

In all three cases of tests 3 and 4 the buckling-mode shapes of the lateral displacement at 

the roof beam differs considerably from the shape found with moire (see Figs.E.6 to E.8 for 

test no .3 and Figs .E.10 to E.12 for test no.4) . This difference is due to the initial deflection 

of the roof beam of the specimen. As is observed in discussing the results of test 1 in Chap

ter 5, the initial deflection of the specimen increased with time. To avoid stresses in the 

frame before loading, the lateral restraints in tests 3 and 4 must follow the shape of the 

initial lateral displacement of the roof beam. When there is an initial displacement of the 

roof beam, the lateral restraints do not lie, as is assumed in the numerical model, in the 

plane of the frame. This can be seen from the buckling-mode shapes in test no.4. At the 

lateral restraint near the top of test no.4, the lateral displacement and the angle of twist 

are both negative. This means that the lateral displacement at the lateral restraint is 

negative where it should have been zero. 
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Fig.E.2 
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Fig.E.3 
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Fig.E.4 
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(bottom), test no.2, experiment result and numerical result case c 
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Fig.E.6 
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Fig.E.7 
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Fig.E.8 
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(bottom), test no.3, experiment result and numerical result case c 
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Fig.E.ll 
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Buckling-mode shape of lateral displacement (top) and angle of twist 

(bottom), test no.4, experiment result and numerical result case b 
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Appendix F: Notation 

A matrix 

az distance from restraint or point load to centroid of cross-section 

b width of cross-section 

b vector 

c number of segments 

E modulus of elasticity 

e segment n urn her 

eh segment number with a restraint 

est restraint number 

F concentrated load 

F cr critical load 

G shear modulus 

h depth of cross-section 

hv auxiliary variable 

It torsion-section constant 

Iz moment of inertia about z-as 

index 

index for iteration step number 

k stiffness of restraint 

length 

Ia length of segment 

M moment 

m number of restraints 

N normal force 

n ratio of two successive affine deformations, coefficient 

q uniformly distributed load 

V shear force 
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X vector 

x,y,z coordinate axes 

a angle 

{3 angle 

t.u increase in lateral deflection 

t.O increase in angle of twist 

cp angle 

1 critical load parameter 

.,., parameter 
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SAMENV A TTING 

Spanten van gelamineerd hout worden in de huidige konstruktiepraktijk veelvuldig toege

past voor utilitaire gebouwen vanuit ekonomisch, funktioneel en esthetisch oogpunt. Derge

lijke gebouwen bestaan uit een reeks uniforme en evenwijdig aan elkaar geplaatste spanten, 

die de primaire draagkonstruktie vormen. Elk spant is in staat om belastingen die in het 

vlak van de konstruktie werken af te dragen naar de fundering. Ret streven naar een ekono

misch gunstig antwerp van de spanten resulteert in een hoge en smalle doorsnede. Dit geeft 

in kombinatie met een grote overspanning een slanke konstruktie. Vanwege deze slankheid 

zijn de spanten gevoelig voor kipinstabiliteit. Onder kipinstabiliteit wordt verstaan het 

verliezen van de zijdelingse stabiliteit als de konstruktie wordt belast in het vlak van de 

grootste buigstijfheid. Bij het kippen van een konstruktie treden twee typen van vervor

mingen op: een zijdelingse verplaatsing en een rotatie van de doorsnede. 

Omdat weinig bekend is over de kipstabiliteit van houten spanten zijn de huidige reken

regels op dit gebied zeer summier. Het doe! van het onderzoek beschreven in deze disserta

tie is de ontwikkeling van een geschikte methode voor het analyseren van dit probleem en 

het verhogen van de kennis en een bijdrage leveren aan de ontwikkeling van de rekenregels 

met betrekking tot de kipstabiliteit van houten spanten. 

Ret onderzoek is toegespitst op het bestuderen van de kipstabiliteit van kniespanten van 

gelamineerd hout . De kniespanten zijn uitgevoerd als driescharnierspant en de doorsnede is 

rechthoekig met een in de lengte varierende hoogte. 

Er is een 'special purpose' computerprogramma ontwikkeld geschikt voor een PC

omgeving, waarmee de kiplast van de spanten bepaald kan worden. Ret numerieke model is 

gebaseerd op een iteratiemethode genaamd successieve substitutie (ook wei bekend als de 

Stodola-Vianello methode). De kiplast wordt berekend met behulp van de verhouding van 

twee affiene vervormingsfiguren. Ret voordeel van deze benaderingsmethode is dat op een 

inzichtelijke, snelle en eenvolidige wijze resultaten worden verkregen1 die voldoende nauw

keurig zijn. 

De invloeden van de geometrie van het spant, de belasting en aangrijpen van de belasting, 
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zijdelingse steunen ( aantal , plaats en stijfheid), doorsnede-afmetingen met in de lengte 

varierende hoogte en materiaaleigenschappen op de kipstabilieit kunnen worden nagegaan . 

Testberekeningen, aan de hand van stabiliteitsproblemen die in de literatuur zijn te vinden, 

Iaten zien dat in somrnige gevallen een goede overeenkomst, in andere gevallen een minder 

goede overeenkomst bestaat tussen de resultaten van het numerieke model en de resultaten 

van door andere onderzoekers uitgevoerd theoretisch onderzoek. De reden van de minder 

goede overeenkomst in sommige gevallen kon niet achterhaald worden. 

De resultaten van het numerieke model zijn ook experimenteel geverifieerd. Hiervoor is de 

reflektie-moire methode gekozen. Een schaalmodel van perspex is op verschillende wijzen 

belast en op verschillende wijzen zijdelings gesteund. Zowel de kiplast als de kipvorm zijn 

gemeten. Uit de vergelijking van de proefresultaten met de resultaten van het numerieke 

model blijkt dat de overeenkomsten bevredigend zijn. 

Als laatste onderdeel van het onderzoek is met het numerieke model een parameterstudie 

uitgevoerd om rekenregels te kunnen afleiden . In de parameterstudie zijn de vijf belangrijk

ste parameters die de kipstabiliteit bepalen gevarieerd. Deze parameters zijn: 

1. de dakhelling; 

2. verhouding lengte dakligger tot de lengte van de kolom; 

3. verhouding lengte dakligger tot de hoogte van de doorsnede ter plaatse van de knie 

van het spant; 

4. verhouding hoogte van de doorsnede ter plaatse van de top van het spant tot de 

hoogte van de doorsnede ter plaatse van de knie van het spant; 

5. een parameter met betrekking tot het verloop van het buigend moment om de sterke 

as over de dakligger. 

Aan de hand van de resultaten van de parameterstudie zijn rekenregels afgeleid, die kunnen 

worden gebruikt in de konstrukteurspraktijk . De rekenregels zijn gepresenteerd in de vorm 

van een grafiek en formules. 
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STELLING EN 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

FLEXURAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING 

OF TIMBER PORTAL FRAMES 

1. In dit proefschrift worden een grafiek en formules gepresenteerd voor de kontrole 

van de kipstabiliteit van houten kniespanten. Voor gevallen buiten het geldigheids

gebied van de rekenregels is een computerprogramma dat gebaseerd is op het in dit 

proefschrift beschreven numerieke model, uitstekend geschikt om te worden gebruikt 

in de konstrukteurspraktijk. 

2. Alleen de kiplast presenteren als resultaat van kiponderzoek is onvoldoende. Ook de 

kipvorm dient te worden getoond om een goede kontrole voorhanden te hebben bij 

het vergelijken van resultaten van verschillende onderzoeken. 

3. Moire-proeven zijn uitstekend geschikt voor de verifikatie van numeriek onderzoek 

op het gebied van de kipstabiliteit van konstrukties. 

- Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5. 

4. Bij houten kniespanten is de veiligheid tegen kippen kleiner dan tegen knikken. 

5. Het schematiseren van de belasting tot een koordebelasting bij kiponderzoek van 

spanthelften van driescharnierspanten met een rechthoekige doorsnede kan tot 

niet-konservatieve waarden van de kiplast in praktijksituaties leiden, doordat de 

invloed van de afstand van de plaats van de belasting tot de systeemlijn van de 

konstruktie niet in rekening wordt gebracht. 

- Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6. 



6. Gelijmd en gevingerlast hout moet ook voor kleine doorsneden als volwaardige 

vervanger worden beschouwd van gezaagd hout. 

7. Bouwen in hout moet meer gestimuleerd worden gezien het lage energieverbruik en 

geringe vervuiling tijdens de totale levensduur van een houten konstruktie ten 

opzichte van een konstruktie van een ander materiaal . 

8. De ontwikkeling van software en snelle computerapparatuur heeft een scheefgroei 

tussen numeriek en experimenteel onderzoek veroorzaakt . 

9. Een onderzoeker is iemand die op wek is naar een antwoord op een vraag maar 

nooit tevreden is met het antwoord, daar elk antwoord nieuwe vragen oproept. 

10. Met het oog op de huidige wildgroei van kinderopvang valt te vrezen dat er eerst 

ongelukken moeten gebeuren alvorens de overheid ertoe zal overgaan regels uit te 

vaardigen. 

11. Gezien het feit dat vandaag de dag gestreefd wordt naar gelijke maatschappelijke 

posities van man en vrouw, moet ook geaccepteerd worden dat de man de konse

quenties hiervan moet dragen. 

12. Het slechten van de Berlijnse muur is een staaltje van menselijke beschaving, het 

verkopen van de brokstukken een staaltje van menselijke primitiviteit . 

Ton Padmoes, april 1990 


